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1 A new start  
 
Introducing yourself 
to be born and raised in … Sheila was born and raised in 

Glasgow. 
geboren und aufgewachsen sein 
in … 

to have siblings The boy has three siblings, who 
are all younger than him. 

Geschwister haben 

to not have any siblings Edwin did not have any siblings 
because his parents only wanted 
one child. 

keine Geschwister haben 

to be an only child It’s not always easy being an only 
child, but you do get a lot of 
attention. 

ein Einzelkind sein 

to have a small / big family Tim has a small / big family and 
lives in the suburbs of London. 

eine kleine / große Familie haben 

to be divorced Once the couple is divorced, both 
are free to remarry. 

geschieden sein 

to live with someone I live with my parents and my dog, 
Rover. 

mit jemandem wohnen, mit 
jemandem im gemeinsamen 
Haushalt leben 

to attend the Higher Technical / 
Vocational College for …  

Jim attends the Higher Technical 
College for Mechatronics. 

die Höhere Technische Lehranstalt / 
Höhere berufsbildende Schule für 
... besuchen  

to be a student at … (name of 
school) 

James is a student at the 
Vocational College of Art and 
Design. 

Schüler/in an der ... (Name der 
Schule) sein  

to enjoy … (verb + -ing) She really enjoys playing the guitar 
in her free time. 

Spaß haben an ... 

to like / dislike doing sports / 
playing football / meeting with 
one’s friends  

I like / dislike playing football 
because the matches last a long 
time. 

gerne / ungern Sport betreiben / 
Fußball spielen / sich mit 
Freunden/Freundinnen treffen 

to be usually busy …  
(verb + -ing) 

In the afternoon, we are generally 
busy doing chores around the house. 

normalerweise mit ... beschäftigt 
sein  

to have been interested in … (verb 
+ -ing) one’s entire life 

He has been interested in surfing 
his entire life.  

sich das ganze Leben lang für … 
interessiert haben  

 my hobbies are … / my other 
hobbies include ... 

Our hobbies are writing and 
painting, and my friend’s other 
hobbies include running and skiing. 

meine Hobbys sind ..., zu meinen 
anderen Hobbys gehört/gehören 
... 

to spend some hours a day … 
(verb + -ing) 

Most young people spend some 
hours a day scrolling through 
Instagram. 

einige Stunden am Tag mit … 
verbringen  

to prefer spending time with one’s 
friends / family … 

Instead of watching TV at the 
weekends, I prefer spending time 
with my family. 

am liebsten Zeit mit den 
Freunden/Freundinnen / der 
Familie verbringen  

Describing a person’s appearance 
blue / green / brown /  hazel / grey 
eyes  

My cousin has big, beautiful hazel 
eyes, but when she was a baby they 
were blue / grey / green / brown. 

blaue / grüne / braune / hasel-
nussbraune / graue Augen  

glasses   Sam has to wear glasses when he 
drives his car. 

Brille   

beady eyes  Mr. Bean has extremely beady eyes 
that seem to stick out of his head.   

glänzende Augen 

clear eyes After sleeping well the night 
before, my eyes were much 
clearer than normal. 

klare Augen 
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dark / blonde / light-brown / 
brunette/ red hair 

A friend of mind has naturally red / 
dark / light-brown / brunette hair, 
but her brother’s hair is blonde. 

dunkles / blondes / hellbraunes / 
brünettes / rotes Haar 

ponytail  My mother normally wears her 
hair in a ponytail. 

Pferdeschwanz  

bald  My uncle has had a bald head since 
he was 25; my dad is also bald. 

Glatze  

straight hair Marianne has very straight hair –
she never has problems with it 
getting tangled. 

glattes Haar 

curly hair If you have curly hair, you 
shouldn’t brush it when it’s dry. 

lockiges Haar 

wavy hair Wavy hair is easier to style than 
super straight hair. 

gewelltes Haar 

short  hair Women with short hair always 
seem more self-confident to me. 

kurze Haare 

long hair If you have long hair, it takes 
longer to wash it. 

lange Haare 

long / short / straight nose My neighbour has a very long / 
short / straight nose. 

lange / kurze / gerade Nase 

snub nose When I was little, I had a cute little 
snub nose. 

Stupsnase 

 pointed nose Fairy tales often describe witches 
as having pointed noses. 

spitze Nase 

flat nose  Certain dog breeds have 
extremely flat noses. 

flache Nase  

upturned nose Her upturned nose made her look 
playful.  

nach oben gerichtete Nase 

round face Children often have very round faces. rundes Gesicht 

oval face Her oval face made her look very 
elegant. 

ovales Gesicht 

pale Since he didn’t spend much time in 
the sun, his skin was rather pale. 

blass 

tanned  After the summer holidays are over, 
my little sister is always very tanned. 

gebräunt  

 freckles She has so many freckles, she 
almost looks tanned. 

Sommersprossen 

 beard He’s been trying to grow a beard 
since he was 15. 

Bart 

moustache  Moustaches have gone in and out 
of fashion over the years. 

Schnurrbart  

pointed chin  His pointed chin gave him a 
serious look. 

spitzes Kinn  

wrinkles When my grandmother turned 75, 
she suddenly had a lot of wrinkles. 

Falten 

slim / thin She’s naturally slim, but she 
doesn’t look unhealthily thin. 

schlank / dünn 

well-trained  He has been looking very well-
trained and muscular recently. 

trainiert, gut ausgebildet  

overweight When people don’t exercise very 
much, they might become 
overweight. 

übergewichtig 

skinny  Maggie has been skinny her entire 
life. 

dünn  

obese  It can be very hard on the body to 
be obese. 

fettleibig  
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athletic  I’ve been trying to become more 
athletic by playing volleyball three 
times a week. 

athletisch, sportlich  

muscular  Since I started working on the 
construction site, my arms have 
become more muscular. 

muskulös  

bony My boyfriend has such bony 
shoulders, it’s impossible to lean 
on him without using a pillow. 

knochendürr, knochig 

tall Being tall is very helpful if you 
want to play basketball. 

groß 

short  Short women often say they have 
trouble being taken seriously. 

klein  

medium-height Mike always says he’s about 
medium-height. 

mittelgroß 

huge Ziggi is a huge guy; I think he must 
be taller than most basketball 
players. 

riesig, massig 

petite  Her grandmother was such a 
petite woman, she could shop in 
the children’s section. 

zierlich  

average Samantha’s height is average; 
she’s neither tall nor short. 

durchschnittlich 

Describing a person’s personality 
friendly  The cashier was so friendly! freundlich  

lazy  I’m feeling so lazy today; I haven’t 
done anything but sit on the couch. 

faul  

anxious  She’s been feeling anxious about 
the next exam. 

ängstlich, besorgt 

talkative My aunt is the most talkative 
person you’ll ever meet. 

gesprächig, geschwätzig 

untidy His former roommate was so 
untidy, you couldn’t see the floor 
of his room. 

unordentlich, unaufgeräumt 

brave  They were brave enough to open 
their own business. 

tapfer, mutig  

stubborn My friend Kara is as stubborn as a 
donkey. 

stur, starrköpfig 

 energetic If you’re working in customer 
service, it’s important to have 
energetic colleagues. 

energisch 

trustworthy I would consider myself a 
trustworthy person. 

vertrauenswürdig, glaubhaft, 
zuverlässig 

 optimistic  My friends and I are optimistic 
that we’ll find the right apartment. 

zuversichtlich, optimistisch  

sensible  She is a very sensible person and 
always knows what the logical 
answer is.  

vernünftig 

helpful It’s difficult to be helpful when you 
don’t know what the problem is. 

hilfsbereit, hilfreich 

impatient She is often very impatient when 
waiting for food in a restaurant. 

ungeduldig 

 curious  Babies are naturally curious. neugierig  

sensitive  He is very sensitive to loud noises. sensibel, empfindlich 
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shy My little brother hid in his room 
because he is so shy around guests. 

schüchtern 

moody  After a long day at work, Ted can 
get very moody. 

launisch, schlecht gelaunt  

confident The way the band walked on 
stage, you could tell they were 
confident in their talent. 

selbstsicher, selbstbewusst, 
zuversichtlich 

 bossy His elder sister is extremely bossy 
and tries to control everything he 
does.  

rechthaberisch, herrisch 

generous She’s very generous with her time. großzügig 

Describing your school / class atmosphere / teachers 
a rather old / modern / high-tech 
school building 

We attend classes in a rather old / 
modern / high-tech school 
building. 

ein eher / ziemlich altes / 
modernes / hochtechnologisches 
Schulgebäude 

a relaxed classroom atmosphere I’m happy that my school has such 
a relaxed classroom atmosphere. 

eine entspannte Atmosphäre im 
Klassenzimmer 

to establish strict classroom 
routines / rules  

From the beginning of the year, 
our teacher established strict 
classroom routines / rules. 

strenge Klassen(zimmer)-Routine / 
-Regeln etablieren  

to use modern equipment It’s a privilege to use modern 
equipment and technology. 

moderne Ausstattung verwenden 

to be allowed to use a 
smartphone in the lessons 

In certain cases, we are allowed to 
use the smartphone in the lessons. 

ein Smartphone im Unterricht 
benutzen dürfen 

 to do practical work I did a lot of practical work during 
both of my internships. 

praktische Arbeit verrichten, 
machen 

to acquire the necessary IT skills He took a class on coding to 
acquire the necessary IT skills.  

sich die notwendigen IT-
Kenntnisse aneignen 

 to work individually / in groups We often are required to work 
individually / in groups. 

individuell / in Gruppen arbeiten 

 to support each other For our class, it is very important 
that we support each other. 

sich gegenseitig unterstützen 

to develop interpersonal skills Talking to a lot of different people 
can help one develop interpersonal 
skills. 

soziale Kompetenz entwickeln 

to take part in interesting lessons I love taking part in interesting 
lessons every single day. 

an interessanten 
Unterrichtseinheiten teilnehmen 

 to focus on project work Some classes focus more on 
project work than theory. 

sich auf Projektarbeit 
konzentrieren 

to see one’s friends every day When I have school, I automatically 
see my friends every day. 

die Freunde/Freundinnen jeden 
Tag sehen 

 to have high expectations My father has extremely high expec-
tations for my school performance. 

hohe Erwartungen haben 

teachers who are passionate 
about their students 

It’s easier to learn more from 
teachers who are passionate 
about their students. 

Lehrer/innen, die sich für ihre 
Schüler/innen engagieren 

 patient teachers I haven’t had very many patient 
teachers throughout my schooling. 

geduldige Lehrer/innen 

a supportive and friendly form 
teacher  

A supportive and friendly form 
teacher can make a huge 
difference in students’ well-being.  

ein unterstützender und freund-
licher Klassenvorstand/eine unter-
stützende und freundliche Klassen-
vorständin 

to support students’ individual 
learning 

It’s very important to support 
students’ individual learning and 
learning styles. 

das individuelle Lernen der 
Schüler/innen unterstützen 
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Talking about friends / friendship 
to spend time with peers  My favourite part of school is 

spending time with peers.  
Zeit mit Gleichaltrigen / Schul-
kollegen/kolleginnen verbringen  

to avoid lawbreaking Education helps young people 
avoid lawbreaking. 

Gesetzesverstöße vermeiden 

to be affected by bullying It’s common for teenagers to be 
affected by bullying. 

von Mobbing betroffen sein 

to share common goals and 
interests 

My best friend and I share very 
similar common goals and interests. 

gemeinsame Ziele und Interessen 
teilen 

 to encourage success in school His parents don’t do much to 
encourage his success in school.  

Erfolg in der Schule fördern 

to get back on track It’s often difficult to get back on 
track after not studying for an 
entire semester. 

wieder auf die richtige Spur / den 
richtigen Kurs kommen 

to deal with some of the 
challenges of adolescence 

Friends make it easier to deal with 
some of the challenges of 
adolescence. 

mit einigen der Herausforderungen 
des Erwachsenwerdens umgehen 

to engage in negative behaviour Instability at home can make teens 
more likely to engage in negative 
behaviour. 

negatives Verhalten an den Tag 
legen 

to promote fun and excitement Scheduling activities outside of 
school promotes fun and 
excitement. 

Spaß und Spannung fördern 
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2 Force of habit 
 
Your daily routine 
to tidy up one’s room  He should really tidy up his room. das Zimmer aufräumen  

to do the homework Oh no, I forgot to do the 
homework last night!  

die Hausaufgaben machen 

to do sports I’ve been doing sports since I was 
really small. 

Sport treiben, Sport machen 

to go to the gym Every Thursday, my brother and I 
go to the gym. 

ins Fitnessstudio gehen 

to brush one’s teeth Do you brush your teeth before or 
after breakfast? 

sich die Zähne putzen 

to wash one’s face My mother says I should never go 
to bed without washing my face. 

sich das Gesicht waschen 

to do push-ups She is amazing at doing push-ups. Liegestütze machen 

to make the bed He never makes the bed. das Bett machen 

to lay out the clothes for the day  When you have an interview the 
next day, you should lay out the 
clothes for the day before you go 
to sleep. 

die Kleidung für den Tag heraus-
legen, das Outfit für den Tag 
herrichten  

to have breakfast / lunch / dinner It’s wonderful when I can have 
breakfast / lunch / dinner with my 
family. 

frühstücken / zu Mittag essen / zu 
Abend essen 

to have a shower / a hot bath  I have a shower / a hot bath every 
night. 

sich duschen / ein heißes Bad 
nehmen  

to watch TV / Netflix Before she falls asleep, she likes to 
watch TV / Netflix. 

fernsehen / Netflix schauen 

to play video games  All of Scott’s friends play video 
games with him every Saturday. 

Videospiele spielen  

to meet with friends  Susan was late for the conference 
because she had met with friends 
an hour before. 

sich mit Freunden/Freundinnen 
treffen  

to study for an exam  I still have to study for an exam 
when I get home tonight. 

für eine Prüfung lernen  

to get dressed He got dressed in a hurry before 
his date.  

sich anziehen 

to put on some make-up  When I was going to a wedding, I 
decided to put on some make-up. 

sich schminken 

to read the newspaper  Jeff only reads the newspaper on 
Sundays. 

die Zeitung lesen  

to listen to music She likes to listen to music on her 
way to school.  

Musik hören 

to comb one’s hair It takes Monika at least twenty 
minutes to comb her hair. 

sich die Haare kämmen, sich die 
Haare bürsten 

to style one’s hair  She doesn’t like to style her hair 
every day. 

sich die Haare stylen, sich die 
Haare machen  

to take a nap Toddlers need to take a nap every 
day. 

ein Nickerchen machen 

to clear up the mess We needed to clear up the mess 
after the picnic. 

das Chaos beseitigen, aufräumen 

to prepare breakfast / lunch / 
dinner 

During the school holidays I 
prepared breakfast / lunch / 
dinner with my grandmother on 
Sundays. 

Frühstück / Mittagessen / 
Abendessen zubereiten 
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to check one’s social media 
account(s) 

Sophie checks her social media 
accounts way too often, especially 
her Instagram. 

den/die Social-Media-Account/s 
anschauen 

to go for a walk It’s healthy to go for a walk after 
eating. 

einen Spaziergang machen 

to pack one’s school bag Phillip never packs his school bag 
until five minutes before he has to 
leave. 

die Schultasche packen 

School routine 
to enter the classroom A few classmates always enter the 

classroom right before class starts. 
das Klassenzimmer betreten 

school usually starts / finishes at … School usually starts at 7:45 am 
and finishes at 4 pm.  

die Schule beginnt / endet 
normalerweise um ... 

to have four / five / six lessons in a 
row 

On a normal day of school, we 
have four / five / six lessons in a row. 

vier / fünf / sechs Unterrichts-
stunden hintereinander haben 

to enjoy / have lunch at the school 
canteen  

About three times a week, I enjoy / 
have lunch at the school canteen. 

in der Mensa / Schulkantine / im 
Schulbuffet zu Mittag essen 

to bring one’s own lunch I mostly bring my own lunch to 
school. 

das eigene Mittagessen 
mitbringen 

to wear safety clothes / work 
attire  

When we have to be in the 
workshop, we’re required to wear 
safety clothes / work attire. 

Sicherheitskleidung / Arbeits-
kleidung tragen  

to attend optional extra lessons  I’ve never attended optional extra 
lessons before. 

freiwillige Zusatzstunden / 
Wahlfächer besuchen  

to do practical work It’s extremely important to know 
how to do practical work. 

praktische Arbeit machen 

to combine theory and practical 
work 

The ideal class combines both 
theory and practical work. 

Theorie und Praxis kombinieren 

to work in small groups Many subjects require the students 
to work in small groups. 

in kleinen Gruppen arbeiten 

the classroom is equipped with an 
interactive white board / a 
projector / computers 

Our classroom is very modern, as it is 
equipped with an interactive white 
board / a projector / computers. 

der Klassenraum ist mit einer 
interaktiven Tafel / einem Beamer 
/ Computern ausgestattet 

lunch break The class normally takes a lunch 
break in the middle of the day. 

Mittagspause 

fifteen / five minutes’ break  Between classes, students have 
fifteen / five minutes’ break. 

fünfzehn / fünf Minuten Pause  

free period If we get lucky, sometimes we 
have a whole free period. 

Freistunde 

afternoon class(es) I often feel sleepy during my 
afternoon class(es). 

Nachmittagsunterricht 

Chemistry / Science / computer 
laboratory  

In addition to normal classrooms, 
we have a Chemistry / Science / 
computer laboratory. 

Chemielabor / Physiklabor / 
Computerraum 

workshop I really enjoy spending time in the 
workshop at school. 

Werkstätte, Bauhof 

fixed classroom(s) At our school, we have fixed 
classrooms. 

fixe(s) / festgelegte(s) 
Klassenzimmer 

Duties at school and in the classroom 
to write on the blackboard  Stephen had to write the entire 

solution to the Maths problem on 
the blackboard. 

an der Tafel schreiben, etwas an 
die Tafel schreiben 

to take down notes It’s much more difficult to take down 
notes when you’re distracted by 
your phone. 

sich Notizen machen 
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to do an exercise I was frustrated because the 
teacher kept asking me to do an 
exercise in front of the class.  

eine Übung machen 

to look out of the window  When my friend gets bored in 
class, he looks out of the window. 

aus dem Fenster schauen  

to cut something out For a project, we all had to cut 
advertisements out of magazines.  

etwas ausschneiden 

to pick something up from the floor I picked up a pencil from the floor. etwas vom Boden aufheben 

to read a book During the lunch break, one of the 
teachers often reads a book. 

ein Buch lesen 

to greet a classmate Martha greeted a classmate of 
hers in the hallway. 

einen Klassenkameraden/eine 
Klassenkameradin (be)grüßen 

to raise one’s hand Max raises his hand for every 
question in English class. 

aufzeigen, die Hand heben 

to chat with a classmate Before class is the perfect time to 
chat with a classmate. 

sich mit einem Klassenkameraden/ 
einer Klassenkameradin unterhalten 

to hang up drawings on the 
pinboard 

The younger students hung up 
drawings on the pinboard last week.  

Zeichnungen an der Pinnwand 
aufhängen 

to show something to one’s 
teacher 

I want to show something I made 
today to my workshop teacher. 

dem Lehrer/der Lehrerin etwas 
zeigen 

Pupils’ daily routines in other countries 
to wake up at … am I wake up at 5 am every day of the 

week. 
um … Uhr munter werden, 
aufwachen 

to help with household chores  On the weekends, she needs to 
help with household chores. 

im Haushalt helfen, bei der 
Hausarbeit mithelfen  

to walk to school Some of my classmates walk to 
school.  

zu Fuß zur Schule gehen 

to have an empty belly  When I leave to go home, I almost 
always have an empty belly and 
look forward to dinner. 

einen leeren Magen haben, 
Hunger haben, hungrig sein  

school starts at … am School starts at 8 am most days. die Schule beginnt um ... Uhr 

to be required to learn outside Without enough space in the 
school buildings, students are 
required to learn outside. 

im Freien lernen müssen 

weather events force students to 
seek shelter  

Storms, high winds and other 
weather events force students to 
seek shelter. 

Wetterereignisse zwingen die 
Schüler/innen, Schutz / Unter-
schlupf / Zuflucht zu suchen  

to be in class with 100 other 
students 

It can’t be easy to be in class with 
100 other students. 

mit 100 anderen Schülern/ 
Schülerinnen in einer Klasse sein 

to not be able to afford books  If students come from a poor 
family, they are not necessarily 
able to afford books. 

sich keine Bücher leisten können  

students gather around precious 
copies  

Students gather around precious 
copies of the books they have to 
study from. 

Schüler/innen versammeln sich 
um kostbare / wertvolle Exemplare  

resources are limited It is important not to waste any-
thing when resources are limited.  

die Ressourcen sind begrenzt 

their notes are the only revision 
tool for the students 

Their notes are the only revision 
tool for students who are studying 
for exams.  

ihre Notizen sind das einzige 
Hilfsmittel für die Schüler/innen 

to only have few opportunities to 
practice outside the classroom 

Toby has few opportunities to 
practice his new skills outside the 
classroom. 

nur wenige Gelegenheiten zum 
Üben außerhalb des Klassen-
zimmers haben 

to drop out of school Anika dropped out of school when 
she was sixteen. 

die Schule abbrechen 
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Talking about jobs 
the main tasks and duties of being 
a / an … are 

The main tasks / duties of being an 
electrician are laying cable and 
installing light switches. 

die wichtigsten Aufgaben und 
Pflichten eines/einer ... sind 

to work part-time  After her injury, Amy worked part-
time for almost three months. 

Teilzeit arbeiten  

to work full-time Irene is working full-time at a 
publishing company.  

Vollzeit arbeiten 

to be self-employed  I have been self-employed since 
the beginning of the year. 

selbstständig sein, eine eigene 
Firma haben  

to work overtime When you work overtime, you 
often earn a higher hourly wage. 

Überstunden machen 

to have flexible working hours It’s helpful to have flexible working 
hours so that you can make your 
own schedule. 

flexible Arbeitszeiten haben 

to have a well-paid job My goal is to eventually have a 
well-paid job. 

einen gut bezahlten Job haben 

to have a badly-paid job I’ve had a badly-paid job almost 
every summer since I was fourteen.  

einen schlecht bezahlten Job 
haben 

to be a teleworker Susie was a teleworker in Chicago 
for over ten years. 

ein/e Telearbeiter/in sein, von 
Zuhause aus arbeiten, im Home-
Office arbeiten 

Combinations of adjectives and prepositions to describe your work routine 
to be responsible for  My grandmother was always 

responsible for organising the 
family reunions. 

verantwortlich sein für 

to be good at I’m good at playing baseball. gut darin sein  

to be happy about She was very happy about the 
results of the competition. 

sich freuen über  

to be interested in We are interested in many 
different subjects. 

interessiert sein an 

to be confronted with  Suddenly, the researchers were 
confronted with some unexpected 
results. 

konfrontiert werden mit 

to be busy with She’s been busy with her friends a 
lot recently. 

beschäftigt sein mit 

to be grateful for I’m grateful for the opportunity to 
work here. 

dankbar sein für 

to be familiar with  That’s a topic he’s very familiar 
with; he knows a lot about it. 

vertraut sein mit, kennen 

to be successful in  My father’s goal has always been 
to be successful in business and 
life. 

erfolgreich sein in 

to concentrate on I tried to get the woman’s attention, 
but she was concentrating on a 
crossword puzzle. 

sich konzentrieren auf 
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3 New school, new life 
 

My first day at a new school  
to feel stressed / powerful / 
relaxed  

If you feel stressed / powerful / 
relaxed, it can significantly change 
how productive you are. 

sich gestresst / kraftvoll / 
entspannt fühlen  

to be glad that the holidays are 
over  

Eva is glad that the holidays are 
over. 

froh sein, dass die Ferien vorüber 
sind 

to be excited about the new 
school year  

It’s a good sign if students are 
excited about the new school year. 

sich auf das neue Schuljahr freuen, 
aufgeregt sein, dass das neue 
Schuljahr beginnt 

to be concerned about the 
workload  

Some students are concerned 
about the workload and how 
difficult the year will be. 

sich Sorgen über das 
Arbeitspensum machen  

to hope to make new friends 
quickly  

Kaitlin hopes to make new friends 
quickly, so she can have people to 
study with. 

hoffen, schnell neue Freunde/ 
Freundinnen zu finden  

to be nervous / well prepared  This year, I am nervous / well-
prepared for the beginning of 
classes. 

nervös sein / gut vorbereitet sein  

to participate in team building 
activities  

At the beginning of the school 
year, we often participate in team 
building activities as a class. 

an teambildenden Aktivitäten / 
Teambildungsaktivitäten 
teilnehmen  

to ask more experienced students  Caroline asks more experienced 
students for help when she doesn’t 
understand a topic in Maths. 

erfahrenere Schüler/innen fragen  

to take part in a peer-mentoring 
project  

Last year I learned a lot about my 
classmates when I took part in a 
peer-mentoring project. 

an einem Peer-Mentoring-Projekt 
teilnehmen  

to fill out paperwork and forms  Every job requires one to fill out 
paperwork and forms. 

Unterlagen und Formulare 
ausfüllen  

to play some games  His little brother wants to play 
some games after school. 

einige Spiele spielen  

to get to know other members of 
the class  

It’s really important that everyone 
gets to know other members of 
the class. 

die anderen Klassenkameraden/ 
Klassenkameradinnen kennen-
lernen  

to take a tour of the entire school 
building  

Our teacher had the new students 
take a tour of the entire school 
building with her. 

einen Rundgang / eine Tour durch 
das gesamte Schulgebäude machen  

the classmates seem to be nice  It makes Jamie feel more 
comfortable when the classmates 
seem to be nice. 

die Klassenkameraden/Klassen-
kameradinnen scheinen nett zu 
sein  

the form teacher seems to be 
strict / organised / passionate 
about / committed to 

This year, our form teacher seems 
to be very strict / organised during 
lessons – he is obviously passionate 
about / committed to helping us 
learn. 

der Klassenlehrer/die Klassen-
lehrerin scheint streng / 
organisiert / motiviert / 
engagiert zu sein  

the school building is pretty 
modern  

Because it was built in 2018, the 
school building is pretty modern. 

das Schulgebäude ist ziemlich 
modern  

the tables are scratched  You can tell that the classroom has 
been used by a lot of students 
because the tables are scratched. 

die Tische sind zerkratzt  

the classroom has a nice / positive 
atmosphere  

There is a lot of light and the 
classroom has a nice / positive 
atmosphere. 

im Klassenzimmer herrscht eine 
angenehme / positive Atmosphäre  
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the school building looks rather 
old / a little shabby  

With the peeling paint on the 
walls, the school building looks 
rather old / a little shabby. 

das Schulgebäude sieht ziemlich 
alt / ein bisschen schäbig aus  

My new school  
to have a strong interest in the 
school’s field of specialisation  

I chose to attend this school 
because I have a strong interest in 
the school’s field of specialisation. 

ein besonderes Interesse für das 
Fachgebiet der Schule haben  

the school delivers a broad 
curriculum  

It’s important to my parents that 
the school delivers a broad 
curriculum. 

die Schule bietet einen 
umfangreichen Lehrplan / 
Studienplan  

one parent / family member / 
relative attended the same school  

Aunt Barbara attended the same 
school in the 1970s. 

ein Elternteil / Familienmitglied / 
Verwandter/eine Verwandte 
besuchte dieselbe Schule  

to keep commute time short  We live only two blocks away from 
school, which keeps commute 
time short. 

die Pendelzeit / Anfahrtszeit kurz 
halten  

to gain theoretical and practical 
knowledge  

To be well-prepared for the job 
world, it’s important that you gain 
both theoretical and practical 
knowledge at school.  

theoretische und praktische 
Kenntnisse erwerben  

the school has a good reputation  Susanna’s school has a very good 
reputation. 

die Schule hat einen guten Ruf  

the school days are longer  In Austria the school days are longer 
than they are in the United States.  

die Schultage sind länger 

to have more difficult subjects  As we get older, we will have more 
difficult subjects to study. 

schwierigere Fächer haben  

to have practical lessons in the lab 
/ in the workshop  

Twice a week, our school has 
practical lessons in the lab / in the 
workshop. 

praktischen Unterricht im Labor / 
in der Werkstatt/am Bauhof 
haben  

some teachers run their own 
companies  

At our school, some teachers run 
their own companies, which I think 
is really impressive. 

einige Lehrer/innen leiten / haben 
ihre eigene Firma 

there is hardly any / no private 
conversation between teachers 
and students  

As a general rule, there is hardly 
any / no private conversation 
between teachers and students.  

es gibt kaum / keine privaten 
Gespräche zwischen Lehrern/ 
Lehrerinnen und Schülern/ 
Schülerinnen  

What’s going on in a lesson 
to read an article  Tonight Everett will read an article 

from the New York Times. 
einen Artikel lesen  

to interview a classmate  We were told that we had to 
interview a classmate about his or 
her food preferences.  

einen Mitschüler/eine Mitschülerin 
interviewen, einen Mitschüler/eine 
Mitschülerin befragen 

to compare the homework  Sometimes after I finish it, I compare 
the homework with my classmates.  

die Hausaufgaben vergleichen  

to take some notes  In class, it’s always a good idea to 
take some notes.  

Notizen machen  

to take a test  At the end of the year, every 
student takes a final test.  

einen Test absolvieren / machen 

to write a blog comment  Writing a blog comment is 
something that I don’t do very 
often in real life. 

einen Blog-Kommentar schreiben  

to do some research on the 
Internet  

Before giving a presentation I 
always do some research on the 
Internet first. 

Recherche im Internet 
durchführen  
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to prepare a presentation  If you don’t prepare a 
presentation, you could look 
extremely unprofessional. 

eine Präsentation vorbereiten  

to do a quiz  Every week we did a brief quiz on 
the assigned reading.  

ein Quiz machen  

to listen to a podcast  Doesn’t Vicky listen to a podcast 
about mindfulness? 

sich einen Podcast anhören  

the head of department comes in  We were just standing there when 
the head of department came in 
and shook our hands.  

der Abteilungsleiter/die Abteilungs-
leiterin / der Abteilungsvorstand/ die 
Abteilungsvorständin kommt herein  

the Maths teacher explains a 
calculation  

The Maths teacher explains a 
calculation very thoroughly so that 
everyone can understand.  

der Mathematiklehrer/die 
Mathematiklehrerin erklärt eine 
Rechnung  

a smartphone rings  If a smartphone rings in class, you 
can get in trouble. 

ein Smartphone klingelt  

to clean the classroom  the school caretaker cleans the 
classroom every evening.  

das Klassenzimmer reinigen, 
aufräumen  

to pass out  Every time my friend Tim sees a 
needle, he almost passes out. 

ohnmächtig werden, das 
Bewusstsein verlieren  

to run around in the classroom  We normally aren’t allowed to run 
around in the classroom. 

im Klassenzimmer herumlaufen  

to twist one’s ankle  Steve twisted his ankle last week 
when he stepped off the curb.  

sich den Knöchel verstauchen  

to listen to loud music in the 
lunch break  

I wish we could listen to loud 
music in the lunch break. 

in der Mittagspause laut Musik 
hören  

the school caretaker enters the 
classroom  

We hardly ever see the school 
caretaker enter the classroom. 

der Schulwart/die Schulwartin 
betritt das Klassenzimmer  

to give a presentation  A journalist gave a presentation at 
the school last Tuesday. 

ein Referat halten, eine 
Präsentation halten  

to start to laugh  Once I start to laugh, I often can’t 
stop. 

anfangen zu lachen  

to work on an assignment  She will work on an assignment 
tonight. 

an einer Aufgabe arbeiten  

the computer breaks down  The computer breaks down at 
least every week. 

der Computer fällt aus  

Education all around the world  
to sit on the ground  Some children have to sit on the 

ground inside the classroom. 
auf dem Boden sitzen  

classes are taught outside  Biology classes are often taught 
outside. 

der Unterricht findet im Freien 
statt  

to take notes in a notebook  Some students take notes in a 
notebook, others would prefer to 
use their laptops. 

Notizen in einem Notizbuch 
machen  

to be surrounded by books  I love the feeling when I walk into 
a library and am suddenly 
surrounded by books.  

von Büchern umgeben sein  

classes do not have any supplies 
(e.g. blackboards, computers, etc.)  

Many classes in poor areas of the 
world do not have any supplies. 

die Klassen haben keine Hilfsmittel 
(z. B. Tafeln, Computer usw.)  

to work on computers / in small 
groups  

Students can use class time either 
to work on computers or in small 
groups. 

an Computern / in kleinen 
Gruppen arbeiten  

to use modern equipment / 
modern technology  

It’s helpful that our generation is 
used to and can use modern 
equipment / modern technology. 

moderne Geräte / moderne 
Technik benutzen  

the classrooms are equipped with 
ergonomic furniture  

Modernised classrooms are 
equipped with ergonomic furniture.  

die Klassenräume sind mit ergo-
nomischen Möbeln ausgestattet  
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to wear a school uniform  School authorities discuss whether 
students should wear a school 
uniform. 

eine Schuluniform tragen  

to participate actively in the 
lessons  

Maria always actively participates 
in the lessons. 

sich aktiv am Unterricht beteiligen  

to get individual feedback  Erin got some individual feedback 
about his last essay from Ms 
Smith.  

individuelles Feedback erhalten  

to have better / poorer chances of 
being successful in life  

Depending where you grow up, you 
can either have better or poorer 
chances of being successful in life. 

bessere / schlechtere Chancen auf 
Erfolg im Leben haben  

to complete schooling  He is on track to complete his 
schooling by the end of next year. 

die Schule abschließen  

to get an education alongside 
boys  

Girls in Austria and most European 
countries get an education 
alongside boys. 

eine Ausbildung gemeinsam mit 
Jungen bekommen  

to have fewer privileges than men 
and boys  

In some countries, female students 
often have fewer privileges than 
men and boys. 

weniger Privilegien haben als 
Männer und Jungen  

to be denied the basic rights  It frustrates social workers when 
many of the people they see every 
day are still denied the basic rights. 

grundlegende Rechte 
vorenthalten bekommen  

to observe everyday injustices  At every subway stop, it’s very easy 
to observe everyday injustices. 

alltägliche Ungerechtigkeiten 
beobachten  

to be / get well prepared for the 
future  

A good education allows one to be 
well prepared for the future.  

gut auf die Zukunft vorbereitet 
sein / werden  

to be put at a disadvantage  Not having access to higher 
education can put students at a 
disadvantage.  

benachteiligt werden  

to give someone an opportunity 
to see the world  

Studying abroad gives many students 
an opportunity to see the world. 

jemandem die Möglichkeit geben, 
die Welt zu sehen  

to change the course of life  Even one conversation can change 
the course of life in a better 
direction. 

den Verlauf des Lebens verändern  

to develop core competencies 
(e.g. critical thinking, problem 
solving, digital literacy, etc.)  

Before entering the workforce, it’s 
helpful if you’ve already 
developed core competencies. 

Kernkompetenzen entwickeln 
(z. B. kritisches Denken, Problem-
lösung, digitale Kompetenz usw.)  

to be taught by highly qualified 
teachers  

It’s a privilege to be taught by 
highly qualified teachers. 

von hochqualifizierten Lehrern/ 
Lehrerinnen unterrichtet werden  

to only learn the basic skills  In elementary school, students 
only learn the basic skills like 
writing and reading. 

nur die Grundfertigkeiten / 
Grundkenntnisse erlernen  

to lack reading skills  Students who don’t grow up with 
access to books can often lack 
reading skills.  

keine Lesekompetenz haben 

to be taught IT skills  I wish I had been taught IT skills 
earlier in my studies.  

in Computer-Kenntnissen 
unterrichtet werden  

to be surrounded by books  Tina grew up surrounded by 
books; I think that’s why she 
writes well.  

von Büchern umgeben sein  

to be determined to continue 
one’s studies  

Despite all obstacles, most serious 
students are determined to 
continue their studies even when 
it is difficult.  

entschlossen sein, das Studium / 
die Studien fortzusetzen  
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Study habits  
to do exceptionally well  Henry is doing exceptionally well 

in Maths this semester.  
außergewöhnlich gute Leistungen 
erbringen  

to pay attention in class  When the weather is nice, it’s 
more difficult to pay attention in 
class.  

im Unterricht aufmerksam sein  

to implement effective study 
habits  

Starting last year, Susan finally 
implemented effective study 
habits and got excellent marks.  

effektive Lerngewohnheiten 
einführen  

to tutor high school students  I tutor high school students in 
Spanish at the local high school. 

Schülern/innen Nachhilfe geben  

to miss a deadline  She completely lost track of time 
and missed the submission 
deadline for our project. 

eine Abgabefrist / Deadline 
versäumen  

to review the topic / topics  Before exams, it’s essential to 
review the topic / topics so 
students know what questions 
they might be asked. 

das Thema / die Themen 
wiederholen  

to complete assignments on time  Points are taken off our final 
grades if we don’t complete 
assignments on time.  

Aufgaben pünktlich erledigen  

to rush through one’s homework  I don’t rush through my home-
work unless I have something 
planned with friends that evening. 

die Hausaufgaben im Eiltempo 
erledigen  

to eliminate distraction  Juan used to listen to music while 
studying, but more recently he 
chose to eliminate distraction and 
concentrate better.  

Ablenkung(en) beseitigen / 
eliminieren 

to (not) learn the material for the 
long term  

If you cram for test the night 
before, you don’t learn the 
material for the long term. 

den Stoff (nicht) langfristig / 
nachhaltig lernen  

to struggle from time to time  Even the best students struggle 
from time to time.  

sich ab und zu abmühen  

to reach out for help from a tutor It’s important to know when you 
should reach out for help from a 
tutor.  

die Hilfe eines Nachhilfelehrers/ 
einer Nachhilfelehrerin in Anspruch 
nehmen 
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4 Say yes to new adventures 
 

The advantages and disadvantages of going on a holiday camp 
to be a great pastime during the 
holidays 

Playing football is a great pastime 
during the summer holidays 

ein toller Zeitvertreib während 
der Ferien sein 

to not have enough time for 
oneself 

It’s easy to get caught up in many 
different activities and not have 
enough time for oneself. 

nicht genug Zeit für sich selbst 
haben 

to build confidence Testing your own limits can help 
you build confidence. 

Selbstvertrauen aufbauen 

to get independent from one’s 
parents 

Eventually, we all need to get 
independent from our parents. 

unabhängig von den Eltern 
werden 

to polish one’s skills Tim attended an archery course to 
polish his skills with a bow and arrow. 

die Fähigkeiten verfeinern 

to interact with peers If I couldn’t interact with peers out-
side of school, I would be very sad. 

mit Gleichaltrigen interagieren 

to improve one’s overall well-
being 

Socialising improves one’s overall 
well-being.  

das allgemeine Wohlbefinden 
verbessern 

to not get along with the other 
participants 

Greg didn’t get along with the 
other participants at the outdoor 
education course.  

mit den anderen Teilnehmern/ 
Teilnehmerinnen nicht zurecht-
kommen 

to learn how to resolve 
disagreements 

Negotiating with friends is the first 
step toward learning how to 
resolve disagreements.  

lernen, wie man Meinungs-
verschiedenheiten löst 

to perform various physical 
activities 

During a typical day at camp, we 
perform various physical activities. 

verschiedene körperliche 
Aktivitäten ausführen 

to feel lonely At night, Lilla felt lonely while trying 
to fall asleep in her sleeping bag. 

sich einsam fühlen 

to be homesick The last time he was away from 
his family, Jack was very homesick.  

Heimweh haben 

to stay in a poor camp location Last year my brothers and I stayed 
in a poor camp location.  

in einem schlechten Lager / Camp 
untergebracht sein 

to constantly be surrounded by 
others 

It’s exhausting when you’re 
constantly surrounded by others.  

ständig von anderen umgeben 
sein 

participants might experience 
exhaustion 

Many participants who aren’t used 
to doing so many things in one day 
may experience exhaustion. 

die Teilnehmer/innen können 
Erschöpfung erleben / erfahren 

activities might be physically 
exhausting 

Activities like rock climbing or hiking 
might be physically exhausting. 

die Aktivitäten können körperlich 
anstrengend sein 

to lack sleep After staying up until the early 
morning hours all weekend, my 
friends and I are lacking sleep. 

Schlafmangel haben / unter 
Schlafmangel leiden 

food options are not to one’s 
taste 

Sometimes the food options were 
not exactly to my little sister’s taste. 

die Verpflegung ist nicht nach 
dem eigenen Geschmack 

camp leaders set strict camp rules The camp leaders often set strict 
camp rules like no talking after 
lights out.  

die Campleiter/innen stellen 
strenge Lagerregeln auf 

Describing an adventure trip 
to take part in an expedition I’ve always wanted to take part in 

an expedition to explore a cave! 
an einer Expedition teilnehmen 

to afford a trip She saved money all winter and 
can now afford a trip. 

sich eine Reise leisten können 

to attend a lecture I attend a lecture three times a 
week. 

einen Vortrag / eine Vorlesung 
besuchen 
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to take care of one another It’s important to take care of one 
another. 

sich umeinander kümmern 

to travel the world She’s always dreamed of travelling 
the world. 

um die Welt reisen, die Welt 
bereisen 

to preserve nature Staying on the hiking trails allows 
us to preserve nature. 

die Natur schützen 

to set out on an expedition Junho set out on an expedition to 
climb to the top of a mountain. 

zu einer Expedition aufbrechen 

to make someone aware of our 
planet 

Noticing the different animals in 
the area can make someone 
aware of our planet.  

jemanden auf unseren Planeten 
aufmerksam machen 

to go on a journey Muhammed went on a journey to 
look for koala bears.  

auf eine Reise gehen 

to experience a new adventure I’d love to experience a new 
adventure in the Everglades!  

ein neues Abenteuer erleben 

to not leave harmful footprints It’s important to not leave harmful 
footprints when travelling.  

keinen schädlichen Fußabdruck / 
keine schädlichen Spuren 
hinterlassen 

to hike up steep mountains Amaya likes to hike up steep 
mountains.  

steile Berge besteigen 

Bad travel experiences 
to feel helpless / lonely When you adventure alone, it’s 

easy to feel helpless / lonely. 
sich hilflos / einsam fühlen 

to not be able to change clothes It’s horrible when you get caught 
in the rain and aren’t able to 
change clothes.  

sich nicht umziehen können 

someone’s expectations are not 
fulfilled 

My aunt was disappointed after 
our vacation because her 
expectations were not fulfilled.  

jemandes Erwartungen werden 
nicht erfüllt  

to doubt that the new hotel offers 
the same standard 

She doubts that the new hotel 
offers the same standard of 
service. 

Zweifel daran haben, dass das 
neue Hotel den gleichen Standard 
bietet 

to fear that medical treatment is 
not appropriate 

If someone gets sick while travelling, 
they might fear that medical 
treatment is not appropriate.  

befürchten, dass die ärztliche 
Betreuung / medizinische 
Versorgung nicht angemessen ist 

to miss having a good time I missed having a good time with 
the other members of the group. 

es verpassen eine gute Zeit zu 
haben 

to feel bored in the hotel room She felt bored in the hotel room 
on a rainy day.  

sich im Hotelzimmer langweilen 

to not be able to get in touch with 
friends 

There was no connection, so he 
was not able to get in touch with 
friends.  

nicht in der Lage sein, mit 
Freunden/Freundinnen in Kontakt 
zu treten 

to not be able to check your social 
media account(s) 

You will not be able to check your 
social media accounts while on the 
plane.  

nicht in der Lage sein, den/die 
Social-Media-Account(s) zu 
überprüfen 

to no longer have the chance to 
take pictures 

Now that the trip is over, we no 
longer have the chance to take 
pictures.  

nicht mehr die Möglichkeit haben, 
Fotos zu machen 

to not be able to speak to 
someone about problems 

Sometimes you are not able to 
speak to someone about problems 
on the road.  

nicht mit jemandem über 
Probleme sprechen zu können 

to feel like an outsider I’ve felt like an outsider many 
times in my life. 

sich wie ein/e Außenseiter/in 
fühlen 

to feel sick Amir felt sick after riding on the 
train for hours. 

sich krank fühlen, Brechreiz 
verspüren 
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Language course experiences 
to broaden your vocabulary range As you get better at a language, 

you automatically broaden your 
vocabulary range. 

den Wortschatz erweitern 

to get better at speaking English 
fluently 

Katja got better at speaking 
English fluently after she had 
spent a month in London. 

besser werden darin, fließend 
Englisch zu sprechen 

to improve your listening and 
reading skills 

Watching movies helped Leon im-
prove his listening and reading skills.  

das Hör- und Leseverständnis 
verbessern 

to interact with native speakers Going abroad allows one to 
interact with native speakers. 

mit Muttersprachlern/Mutter-
sprachlerinnen interagieren 

to speak English only On vacation in Australia, we spoke 
English only. 

nur Englisch sprechen 

to gain confidence in speaking 
English 

I have gained confidence in 
speaking English this year. 

Selbstvertrauen beim Englisch-
Sprechen gewinnen 

to focus on students’ needs It is very important to focus on 
students’ needs.  

sich auf die Bedürfnisse der 
Schüler/innen konzentrieren 

to strengthen presentation skills It is important to strengthen your 
presentation skills to have a 
successful career.  

die Präsentationstechniken 
stärken 

to immerse oneself in English for 
an entire week 

It’s amazing how much you can 
improve after immersing oneself 
in English for an entire week.  

sich eine ganze Woche lang in die 
englische Sprache vertiefen 

Adverbs to describe new adventures  
amazingly  You did amazingly well! erstaunlich, unglaublich  

definitely  He will definitely get the job. bestimmt, durchaus  

extremely  It is extremely important to take 
time for yourself. 

äußerst, überaus, besonders  

truly It’s truly a pleasure to talk to you. wirklich, wahrhaftig 

unbelievably  Sarah is unbelievably talented. unglaublich 

completely  I completely agree with your last 
point.  

völlig, gänzlich, komplett  

spontaneously  Seojun spontaneously went to a 
movie with his friends. 

spontan, von sich aus  

clearly Since I got new glasses, I can see 
so clearly! 

deutlich 

carefully  She picked up the broken glass 
carefully. 

vorsichtig, achtsam  

loudly  The cat meows loudly when it 
wants to be fed.  

laut, lautstark 

suddenly  It became suddenly clear that Hasan 
had called the wrong number.  

plötzlich  

openly It was such a relief to talk openly 
about such matters.  

offen, ungeniert 

fluently  Pele was able to deliver a presen-
tation fluently in his fifth language. 

fließend  

accurately  Please describe what happened as 
accurately as you can. 

genau, präzise   

beautifully  The wedding plans came together 
beautifully. 

schön  

patiently My dog patiently waits for me to 
come home from work every day. 

geduldig 

fast The turtle at the zoo was not 
moving very fast. 

schnell 
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5 The future is on 
 

Talking about future plans  
to graduate from school  Khalid will graduate from school in 

two years. 
einen Schulabschluss machen, die 
Schule abschließen  

to take part in a student exchange 
programme  

Next semester, Nosagie will take 
part in a student exchange 
programme. 

an einem Schüleraustausch-
programm teilnehmen  

to pass with merit  She passed the semester with 
merit. 

mit Auszeichnung bestehen  

to study more to get better marks  Anton has to study more in Maths 
to get better marks.  

mehr lernen, um bessere Noten 
zu bekommen  

to study at university  My dream is to study at university. an einer Universität studieren  

to study Chemical Engineering in 
… (name of city)  

Ines plans to study Chemical 
Engineering in Vienna. 

Chemieingenieurwesen in … 
studieren  

to work part-time to earn some 
extra pocket money  

I want to work part-time at a café 
to earn some extra pocket money. 

Teilzeit arbeiten, um sich ein 
Taschengeld dazu zu verdienen  

to start working  I start working at 8 am every day. zu arbeiten beginnen  

to take over the family business  His father wants him to take over 
the family business.  

den Familienbetrieb übernehmen  

to find a well-paid job  She was lucky enough to find a 
well-paid job right after 
graduation. 

einen gut bezahlten Job finden  

to start one’s own business one 
day  

Joel will start his own business one 
day. 

eines Tages ein eigenes 
Unternehmen gründen  

to get a driving licence at … (age) Maisie got her driving licence at 
17.  

den Führerschein mit … Jahren 
machen 

to buy a lightweight motorcycle  I used my last pay cheque to buy a 
lightweight motorcycle.  

ein Moped kaufen  

to spend some time abroad / in an 
English-speaking country  

I know I want to spend some time 
abroad / in an English-speaking 
country.  

einige Zeit im Ausland / in einem 
englischsprachigen Land 
verbringen  

to go on a trip around the world  After graduation, he will go on a 
trip around the world.  

eine Reise um die Welt machen, 
eine Weltreise machen 

to travel the world  Savannah loves to travel the world 
with her girlfriend. 

um die Welt reisen, die Welt 
bereisen  

to spend a gap year in Africa  Clement spent a gap year in Africa 
in 2020. 

ein Austauschjahr in Afrika 
verbringen  

to stay with one’s relatives in the 
US  

Adam stays with his relatives in 
the US every time he travels there.  

bei Verwandten in den USA 
wohnen  

to learn a foreign language  Grace was so happy she had 
learned a foreign language.  

eine Fremdsprache (er)lernen  

to join an environmental 
organisation to help protect the 
environment  

It’s a great idea to join an 
environmental organisation to 
help protect the environment. 

einer Umweltorganisation 
beitreten, um die Umwelt zu 
schützen  

to move to a bigger city  Eventually, my parents will 
probably move to a bigger city.  

in eine größere Stadt ziehen  

to get married  Almost all of my friends want to 
get married. 

heiraten  

to have children  My mother had children when she 
was twenty-five.  

Kinder bekommen  

to save some money to buy a car  If I work a lot this summer, I will 
save some money to buy a car.  

Geld sparen, um ein Auto zu 
kaufen  
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Describing the weather  
(partly) sunny / cloudy / overcast / 
rainy / stormy / wet in most parts 
of Austria  

This week it was (partly) sunny / 
cloudy / overcast / rainy / stormy / 
wet in most parts of Austria.  

(teilweise) sonnig / bewölkt / be-
deckt / regnerisch / stürmisch / nass 
in den meisten Teilen Österreichs  

temperatures will range from … 
to … degrees Celsius  

Today’s temperatures will range 
from fourteen to twenty degrees 
Celsius.  

die Temperaturen werden von ... 
bis ... Grad Celsius reichen  

temperatures will be below zero / 
five degrees Celsius  

Evening temperatures will be 
below zero / five degrees Celsius.  

die Temperaturen werden unter 
Null / unter fünf Grad Celsius 
liegen  

it will be quite warm / mild / nice 
and warm / chilly  

On Monday it will be quite warm / 
mild / nice and warm / chilly.  

es wird ziemlich warm / mild / 
schön warm / kühl sein  

it will be too hot / cold for the 
season  

At the weekend it will be too hot / 
cold for the season.  

es wird für die Jahreszeit zu heiß / 
kalt sein  

we expect / will have thunder and 
lightning / thunderstorms today / 
tonight  

We will have / we expect thunder 
and lightning / thunderstorms 
today / tonight in Burlington, 
Vermont. 

wir erwarten heute / heute Nacht 
Blitz und Donner / Gewitter, wir 
werden heute / heute Nacht Blitz 
und Donner / Gewitter haben 

wind speeds will range from … 
to … km/h  

Average wind speeds will range 
from twenty-five to forty km/h. 

die Windgeschwindigkeiten werden 
zwischen ... und ... km/h liegen  

Future challenges  
environmental pollution  Environmental pollution is a signifi-

cant threat in the modern world. 
Umweltverschmutzung  

climate change  Everyone has heard about climate 
change.  

Klimaveränderung  

xenophobia  Many recent immigrants struggle 
with xenophobia from the residents. 

Fremdenfeindlichkeit  

poverty  Poverty can affect anyone 
regardless of where they live.  

Armut  

terrorist attack  Quentin was shocked to hear about 
the terrorist attack in Vienna. 

Terroranschlag 

disease  Disease is common in areas 
without adequate health systems.  

Krankheit  

war  Both sides suffer when a war 
breaks out.  

Krieg  

unemployment  Almost everyone has had to deal 
with unemployment at some point 
in their lives.  

Arbeitslosigkeit  

violence  Violence against women and 
children occurs more frequently in 
war-torn areas.  

Gewalt  

migration  Migration can occur during times 
of political or social unrest.  

Abwanderung, Migration  

robbery  There was a robbery at our local 
bank last week.  

Raub, Raubüberfall 

lack of freedom of speech  Citizens of some countries have a 
severe lack of freedom of speech.  

fehlende Meinungsfreiheit  

to destroy the Earth / natural 
habitats  

Humans often destroy the Earth / 
natural habitats with their 
industrial processes.  

die Erde / natürliche Lebensräume 
zerstören 

to cause natural disasters  A warming climate can cause 
natural disasters.  

Naturkatastrophen verursachen  

to get bullied  Fanny was bullied in middle 
school.  

schikaniert werden, gemobbt 
werden  
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to be an outsider  If you look different from others, 
you are often considered to be an 
outsider. 

ein/e Außenseiter/in sein  

to be treated unfairly  It’s difficult when friends are 
treated unfairly.  

ungerecht behandelt werden  

victims and locations are carefully 
selected for their shock value  

When an attack is planned, victims 
and locations are carefully 
selected for their shock value. 

Opfer und Orte werden sorgfältig 
nach ihrer Schockwirkung 
ausgewählt  

nobody is safe  During war, it feels like nobody is 
safe. 

niemand ist sicher  

to live in peace for quite a long 
time  

After a conflict, countries sometimes 
live in peace for quite a long time.  

eine lange Zeit in Frieden leben  

the European Union is a union of 
peace  

Many people are thankful that the 
European Union is a union of peace.  

die Europäische Union ist eine 
Union des Friedens  

to have a good health care system  For citizens to be happy, it is 
necessary to have a good health 
care system. 

ein gutes Gesundheitssystem 
haben  

the standard of living is quite high  In Norway and other Scandinavian 
countries, the standard of living is 
quite high. 

der Lebensstandard ist ziemlich 
hoch  

to live together with people from 
other cultures  

It’s a great experience to live 
together with people from other 
cultures.  

mit Menschen aus anderen 
Kulturen zusammenleben  

to lack knowledge about other 
cultures  

If you stay in the same town your 
entire life, you might lack 
knowledge about other cultures. 

zu wenig Wissen über andere 
Kulturen haben  

to feel safe  Ben feels safe at home. sich sicher fühlen  

the number of unemployed 
people is rather low / high  

In Mexico, the number of unem-
ployed people is rather low / high. 

die Zahl der Arbeitslosen ist eher 
niedrig / hoch  

to fear not getting a job  After graduation, many students 
fear not getting a job.  

Angst vor Arbeitslosigkeit haben, 
sich fürchten, keine Arbeit zu finden  

to face the problem of 
contaminated drinking water  

After a hurricane, communities 
must often face the problem of 
contaminated drinking water.  

mit dem Problem verunreinigten 
Trinkwassers konfrontiert sein  

Shaping the future  
catastrophes have a greater 
impact on the emotional state  

Catastrophes have a greater 
impact on the emotional state of a 
community than people think.  

Katastrophen haben einen 
größeren Einfluss auf die 
Gefühlslage  

to see the world through different 
eyes  

Talking to someone from another 
culture allows one to see the 
world through different eyes.  

die Welt mit anderen Augen 
sehen  

to look for one’s place in society  As a young adult, one has to look 
for one’s place in society.  

nach dem eigenen Platz in der 
Gesellschaft suchen 

talking about fears can help 
eliminate them  

Talking about fears with people 
you trust can help eliminate them.  

das Sprechen über Ängste kann 
helfen, diese zu beseitigen  

the pressure to perform weighs 
heavily on students’ shoulders 

It’s clear that the pressure to 
perform weighs heavily on 
students’ shoulders. 

der Leistungsdruck lastet 
schwer auf den Schultern der 
Schüler/innen  

people who fail often develop 
serious self-doubts  

People who fail often develop seri-
ous self-doubts about their abilities.  

Menschen, die scheitern, ent-
wickeln oft starke Selbstzweifel  

to exercise to reduce anxiety and 
pressure  

Pauline exercises to reduce 
anxiety and pressure in her life.  

Sport (be)treiben, um Ängste und 
Druck abzubauen  

having enough energy is 
necessary to succeed in life  

Everyone knows that having 
enough energy is necessary to 
succeed in life.  

ausreichend Energie zu haben ist 
notwendig, um im Leben 
erfolgreich zu sein  
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failure is part of the game  Often, failure is part of the game.  Scheitern ist Teil des Spiels / 
gehört dazu  

fear of failure is completely 
normal  

Students and young professionals 
should know that fear of failure is 
completely normal.  

Angst vor dem Scheitern ist völlig 
normal  

with advanced age the fear of the 
future fades  

My grandmother told me once 
that with advanced age the fear of 
the future fades.  

mit fortgeschrittenem Alter 
schwindet die Angst vor der 
Zukunft  

to quickly learn how to deal with 
anxiety  

At a stressful job, it is important to 
quickly learn how to deal with 
anxiety. 

schnell lernen, mit Ängsten 
umzugehen  

Environmental challenges  
the world’s most famous 
scientists  

The world’s most famous 
scientists agree that climate 
change is a big problem.  

die berühmtesten Wissen-
schaftler/innen der Welt  

future trends concerned with 
biodiversity  

Companies will start to orient 
themselves toward future trends 
concerned with biodiversity. 

Zukunftstrends im Bereich der 
Artenvielfalt  

the impact of climate change  The impact of climate change is 
much more serious than anyone 
thought.  

die Auswirkung des Klimawandels  

the global temperature is rising  Each year, the global temperature 
is rising further.  

die globale Temperatur steigt an  

the North Pole will be free of ice  If emissions continue to increase, 
the North Pole will be free of ice in 
a few years.  

der Nordpol wird eisfrei sein  

sea levels will rise enormously  Scientists predict that sea levels 
will rise enormously. 

der Meeresspiegel wird enorm 
ansteigen  

to become a political priority  Climate change should become a 
political priority. 

zu einer politischen Priorität 
werden  

global warming will threaten our 
life on Earth  

It is known that global warming 
will threaten our life on Earth.  

die globale Erwärmung wird unser 
Leben auf der Erde bedrohen  

due to advanced medical research 
illnesses will probably be cured  

In the future, due to advanced me-
dical research illnesses will probably 
be cured much more quickly.  

dank der fortschreitenden medizi-
nischen Forschung werden Krank-
heiten wahrscheinlich geheilt  

cities and islands will be flooded 
by meltwater  

It is possible that cities and islands 
will be flooded by meltwater.  

Städte und Inseln werden vom 
Schmelzwasser überflutet werden  

to join protests around the world  Young people join protests around 
the world. 

sich an Protesten auf der ganzen 
Welt beteiligen  

to make politicians more aware 
that it is time to act  

The younger generation is trying 
to make politicians more aware 
that it is time to act.  

Politikern/Politikerinnen bewusst 
machen, dass es an der Zeit ist, zu 
handeln  

the world’s population is 
expected to increase  

During this crisis, the world’s 
population is expected to increase. 

die Weltbevölkerung wird 
voraussichtlich zunehmen  

Future expectations  
to love doing research and 
learning about inventions  

Ever since he was five, Timo has 
loved doing research and learning 
about inventions. 

gerne forschen und etwas über 
Erfindungen lernen  

dreams encourage teenagers to 
go on  

Dreams encourage teenagers to 
go on and accomplish great things.  

Träume ermutigen Teenager zum 
Weitermachen  

to not give up on one’s goals  It’s important to not give up on 
one’s goals.  

die eigenen Ziele nicht aufgeben  

to know how to succeed and have 
a great life  

Nick’s sister is really happy; she 
knows how to succeed and have a 
great life.  

wissen, wie man Erfolg hat und 
ein tolles Leben führen kann  
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one’s dreams of the future must 
evolve and adjust to reality  

My uncle Hugo told me that my 
dreams of the future must evolve 
and adjust to reality. 

die eigenen Zukunftsträume 
müssen sich entwickeln und der 
Realität anpassen  

someone’s dearest wish is to 
become a / an ... (profession)  

It is Melanie’s greatest wish to 
become a wildlife ecologist.  

jemandes sehnlichster Wunsch ist 
es, ein/e ... (Beruf) zu werden  

there is no doubt that a dream 
can become a reality  

There is no doubt that a dream 
can become a reality if you work 
hard enough and have the right 
resources.  

es besteht kein Zweifel daran, 
dass ein Traum Wirklichkeit 
werden kann  

someone’s dreams have changed 
since their childhood  

Emmanuel’s dreams have changed 
since his childhood.  

die Träume eines Menschen 
haben sich seit seiner Kindheit 
verändert  

to be curious and excited about 
what the future will bring  

I am curious and excited about 
what the future will bring.  

neugierig und aufgeregt sein, was 
die Zukunft bringen wird  
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6 Share your life story 
 
What to do on YouTube  
to subscribe to a YouTube channel  If I’m interested in the videos, I will 

subscribe to a YouTube channel. 
einen YouTube-Kanal abonnieren  

to regularly upload / post videos  Many users regularly upload / post 
videos about their lives.  

regelmäßig Videos hochladen / 
posten  

to watch videos  Pierre watches videos every day. Videos anschauen  

to comment positively / 
negatively on videos  

Have you ever commented positively 
/ negatively on YouTube videos? 

Videos positiv / negativ 
kommentieren  

to search for a tutorial  If I don’t know how to build or do 
something, I search for a tutorial.  

nach einem Lehrvideo / Tutorial 
suchen  

to gain a wider viewership  There are a lot of strategies to 
gain a wider viewership. 

eine breitere Masse an Zuschau-
ern/Zuschauerinnen erreichen  

to create a recognisable channel 
name  

It is important to create a 
recognisable channel name.  

einen erkennbaren Kanalnamen 
schaffen  

to keep subscribers happy  Taking live suggestions from 
viewers is one way to keep 
subscribers happy. 

Abonnenten/Abonnentinnen bei 
Laune halten  

to upload videos to YouTube  It’s easy to upload videos to 
YouTube. 

Videos auf YouTube hochladen  

to like a video  After I liked a video about dogs, I 
started getting advertisements for 
dog food on social media.  

ein Video mögen, einem Video ein 
Like geben, ein Video mit „Gefällt 
mir“ markieren 

to respond positively / negatively 
to videos  

My little brother responds 
positively / negatively to videos 
about animals.  

positiv / negativ auf Videos 
reagieren  

to click the like / dislike button  After watching a video, only a few 
people actually click the like / 
dislike button. 

auf „Gefällt mir“ oder „Gefällt mir 
nicht“ klicken  

YouTube key terms  
to be dependent on algorithms  The type of videos you see is 

dependent on algorithms.  
von Algorithmen abhängig sein  

a section on a platform  Dakota has his own section on an 
online platform that reviews 
strategy games.  

ein Bereich auf einer Plattform  

to attract an audience / followers  Streamers have to have a specific 
topic to attract an audience / 
followers. 

ein Publikum / Follower/innen 
anziehen  

to have many active subscribers  People who have many active sub-
scribers are seen as more successful. 

viele aktive Abonnenten/ 
Abonnentinnen haben  

to make a ranking  Steven made a ranking of the most 
successful fitness YouTubers. 

ein Ranking erstellen  

to present users with content  Chris presents his users with new 
content every week.  

den Nutzern/Nutzerinnen Inhalte 
präsentieren / anbieten  

to rank videos according to 
relevance  

Video platforms rank videos 
according to relevance.  

Videos nach ihrer Relevanz 
einstufen  

the trending page is a feed of new 
and popular videos  

The trending page is a feed of new 
and popular videos based on all 
viewers’ preferences.  

die Trending-Seite ist ein Feed mit 
neuen und beliebten Videos  

the view velocity measures the 
number of subscribers  

The view velocity measures the 
number of subscribers and how 
quickly that increases.  

die Aufrufgeschwindigkeit misst 
die Anzahl der Abonnenten/Abon-
nentinnen  
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to balance popularity with novelty  Content creators like to balance 
popularity with novelty.  

ein Gleichgewicht zwischen Popu-
larität und Neuheit herstellen  

to have a subscription section  It’s important to have a subscrip-
tion section so that viewers will get 
notifications about new videos.  

einen Bereich für Abonnenten/ 
Abonnentinnen haben  

to analyse a viewer’s activity 
history  

Algorithms analyse a viewer’s acti-
vity history and filter new content.  

den Aktivitätsverlauf eines Zuse-
hers/einer Zuseherin analysieren  

to count the number of views  There is even a function that 
counts the number of views. 

die Anzahl der Aufrufe zählen  

to watch suggested videos  I don’t always like watching 
suggested videos.  

vorgeschlagene Videos ansehen  

Dos and don’ts of becoming successful on YouTube  
Dos  

to have a channel name that is 
easy to remember  

It’s better for publicity if you have 
a channel name that’s easier to 
remember. 

einen leicht zu merkenden 
Kanalnamen haben  

the channel needs to have a cool 
layout  

The channel needs to have a cool 
layout to catch someone’s eye. 

der Kanal muss ein cooles Layout 
haben  

to name and categorise one’s 
videos appropriately  

She always names and categorises 
her videos appropriately by subject. 

die eigenen Videos angemessen 
benennen und kategorisieren  

to like videos from other 
YouTubers  

It’s a nice gesture to like videos 
from other YouTubers, not just 
from your own account.  

Videos von anderen YouTubern/ 
YouTuberinnen mit „Gefällt mir“ 
markieren  

to produce high-quality videos  Lucille produces very high-quality 
videos. 

qualitativ hochwertige Videos 
produzieren  

to subscribe to other channels as 
well  

I always try to subscribe to other 
channels as well, so I see more 
variety. 

auch andere Kanäle abonnieren  

to add social media links to one’s 
YouTube channel  

It can’t hurt to add social media 
links to one’s YouTube channel. 

den eigenen YouTube-Kanal mit 
Links zu sozialen Netzwerken / 
Medien versehen  

to respond to a viewer’s feedback  My favourite YouTubers will often 
respond to a viewer’s feedback.  

auf das Feedback eines 
Zusehers/einer Zuseherin 
reagieren  

Don’ts  

to use a long channel name  One girl that my sister follows uses 
a long channel name.  

einen langen Kanalnamen 
verwenden  

to upload new video material 
every day  

Dan uploads new video material 
every day.  

jeden Tag neues Videomaterial 
hochladen  

to only use English in one’s videos  Andrea only uses English in her 
videos.  

in den eigenen Videos nur 
Englisch verwenden  

to only give positive feedback to 
the work of others  

Many streamers only give positive 
feedback to the work of others.  

nur positives Feedback auf die 
Arbeit / Leistung anderer geben  

to constantly ask users for ratings  The video creator GirlonFire con-
stantly asks her users for ratings.  

Nutzer/innen ständig um 
Bewertungen bitten  

to publish many videos on one 
day  

If you publish many videos on one 
day, people are less likely to watch 
and appreciate all of them. 

viele Videos an einem Tag 
veröffentlichen  

to ignore the feedback of one’s 
viewers  

Don’t ignore the feedback of your 
viewers if you want to improve 
your channel. 

das Feedback der Zuseher/innen 
ignorieren  

to delete inappropriate feedback  It feels good to delete inappropri-
ate feedback, but it’s not always a 
good idea.  

unangemessenes Feedback 
löschen  
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Talking about your favourite YouTube channel  
to watch YouTube non-stop  At weekends I watch YouTube 

non-stop.  
ununterbrochen YouTube schauen  

to vlog one’s life on a YouTube 
channel  

Last summer, Muhammed vlogged 
his life on a YouTube channel. 

das eigene Leben auf einem 
YouTube-Kanal vloggen / in einem 
Video bloggen  

to recommend a channel to 
someone  

Basti recommended a channel to 
me, but I don’t remember what it 
was called.  

jemandem einen Kanal empfehlen  

… (name of YouTube channel) is 
just his / her brand name  

The name Happyccino is just his 
brand name. 

... (Name des YouTube-Kanals) ist 
nur sein / ihr Markenname  

the videos never have a blurry 
background  

The most skilfully-made videos 
never have a blurry background.  

die Videos haben nie einen 
unscharfen Hintergrund  

the quality of the filming and 
edition is so nice  

The quality of the filming and 
edition is so nice in the videos 
from their ski trip.  

die Qualität des Filmens und der 
Bearbeitung ist sehr gut  

the channel is run by … (name of 
YouTuber)  

The channel is run by Generatio-
nal_Gap and has mostly satirical 
videos or interviews with people 
on the street.  

der Kanal wird betrieben von ... 
(Name des YouTubers/der 
YouTuberin)  

the channel mixes science, 
interesting facts and history  

The channel I watched most 
recently mixes science, interesting 
facts and history.  

der Kanal mischt Wissenschaft, 
interessante Fakten und 
Geschichte  

to pick some pretty rad songs for 
the background of the videos  

It’s essential to pick some pretty 
rad songs for the background of 
the videos.  

ein paar tolle Songs für den 
Hintergrund der Videos 
auswählen 

… (name of YouTube channel) has 
over … million views 

PewDiePie’s channel had over 22 
million views last time I checked.  

... (Name des YouTube-Kanals) hat 
über ... Millionen Aufrufe 
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7 Know the rules 
 
Tasks and duties 
to do the homework  Federico finally did the homework 

five days after it was due.  
die Hausaufgaben machen  

to mow the lawn  I mowed the lawn so my dad 
wouldn’t have to do it.  

den Rasen mähen  

to study for an exam  I spent over three weeks studying 
for an exam last year.  

für eine Prüfung lernen  

to prepare a presentation  He prepared a presentation on differ-
ent bear species for his Biology class.  

eine Präsentation vorbereiten  

to lay / set the table  Stephanie lays / sets the table 
really nicely to prepare for her 
guests. 

den Tisch decken  

to do the ironing  Brian does the ironing every Sunday. bügeln  

to get up early in the morning  Not very many of my classmates 
like to get up early in the morning.  

morgens früh aufstehen  

to clean one’s room  Taylor cleans her room every time 
her mother tells her to.  

das Zimmer aufräumen  

to look after one’s sibling(s)  When my parents are away, I look 
after my sibling(s). 

sich um die Geschwister kümmern, 
auf die Geschwister aufpassen  

to visit one’s relatives  The last time Seda visited her 
relatives was last Christmas.  

die Verwandten besuchen  

to hoover / vacuum  Houses where there are pets need 
to be hoovered / vacuumed more 
often.  

staubsaugen  

to water the flowers  I watered the flowers last night.  die Blumen gießen  

to do the shopping  Jade and her father do the 
shopping every Friday after school.  

einkaufen gehen  

to do / hang up the laundry  Today we have to do / hang up the 
laundry because I have nothing to 
wear for tomorrow.  

die Wäsche waschen / aufhängen  

to change the bedclothes  At boarding school, we’re supposed 
to change the bedclothes once a 
week.  

das Bettzeug wechseln, die 
Bettwäsche wechseln  

to take tuition lessons  Guillaume takes tuition lessons 
with a native Russian speaker 
twice a week.  

Nachhilfestunden nehmen  

to wash / dry the dishes  After dinner, whoever didn’t cook 
washes / dries the dishes.  

das Geschirr waschen / 
abtrocknen  

to wash the car  I like washing the car in the 
summer.  

das Auto waschen  

to dust the furniture  My little brother doesn’t ever dust 
the furniture in his room.  

die Möbel abstauben  

to make / prepare breakfast  Evan made / prepared breakfast for 
his girlfriend on their anniversary.  

Frühstück machen / vorbereiten  

to empty the rubbish bin  If Chloe emptied the rubbish bin 
like she should, then the cupboard 
wouldn’t smell so bad! 

den Mülleimer leeren  

to feed one’s pet(s) Quinn feeds her pets twice a day.  das Haustier / die Haustiere füttern 

to do errands The elderly neighbour asked the 
postman to do errands for him.  

Besorgungen machen, 
Besorgungen erledigen 

to make one’s bed  I try to make my bed every 
morning, but sometimes I forget.  

das Bett machen  
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School rules 
to give someone the opportunity 
to develop decision-making 
strategies 

Having different options gives 
people the chance to develop 
decision-making strategies.  

jemandem die Möglichkeit geben, 
Entscheidungsstrategien zu 
entwickeln 

to be taught skills in 
communication and mediation 

Students aren’t always taught skills 
in communication and mediation.  

Kommunikations- und Media-
tionsfähigkeiten gelehrt werden 

to decide on disciplinary 
procedures 

The school authorities will decide 
on disciplinary procedures.  

über (ein) Disziplinarverfahren 
entscheiden 

to have school councils The head of the school has school 
councils to make major decisions 
about academic policy.  

eine Schülermitverwaltung haben  

to understand the consequences 
of one’s actions 

After his meeting with the head of 
department, Noah understands 
the consequences of his actions.  

die Konsequenzen des eigenen 
Handelns verstehen 

to come up with proper solutions Students need to be able to come 
up with proper solutions so that 
they can actually get things done.  

angemessene Lösungen finden 

to provide someone with “skills 
for life” 

Schools should provide students 
with “skills for life”. 

jemanden mit Lebenskompetenz 
ausstatten 

to design new curriculums Teachers work together to design 
new curriculums every year.  

neue Lehrpläne entwickeln 

to follow a school policy Even administrators should follow 
a school policy when making 
decisions.  

eine Schulpolitik verfolgen 

to raise motivation and 
commitment 

Good communication about a 
child’s education raises motivation 
and commitment.  

Motivation und Engagement 
steigern 

to create the desire to achieve 
pupils’ best 

A bit of friendly competition often 
creates the desire to achieve 
pupils’ best.  

den Wunsch wecken, das Beste 
für die Schüler/innen zu erreichen 

Workshop safety rules 
to attempt practical work  It’s essential to know what you are 

doing before you attempt practical 
work.  

sich an praktischer Arbeit 
versuchen  

to avoid injuries Kade always wore gloves to avoid 
injuries in the workshop.  

Verletzungen vermeiden 

to bump into something / 
someone 

It’s easy to bump into something / 
someone if you’re not paying 
attention.  

gegen etwas / jemanden stoßen 

to cause an accident The last thing you want to do is 
cause an accident.  

einen Unfall verursachen 

to operate machinery Tyrell learned how to operate machi-
nery by working with his father.  

Maschinen bedienen 

to report an accident to someone  Beatrice reported an accident to 
the teacher in charge.  

jemandem einen Unfall melden  

to switch on / off the emergency 
stop button  

Before doing anything else, one 
must switch on / off the 
emergency stop button. 

den Not-Aus-Schalter ein-/aus-
schalten  

to wear sturdy shoes Wright always wears sturdy shoes 
in the school workshop.  

feste Schuhe tragen 

to be connected to the power 
source  

The device is connected to the 
power source already.  

an die Stromquelle angeschlossen 
sein  

to replace / put back tools in their 
original places  

When you are finished working, 
you should replace / put back 
tools in their original places.  

Werkzeuge wieder an ihren 
ursprünglichen Platz (zurück)legen  
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
protective clothing  Protective clothing helps me feel 

safer when I use power tools.  
Schutzkleidung  

goggles / welding glasses / safety 
glasses 

Julia knows her eyes are very 
important and wears goggles / 
welding glasses / safety glasses 
when necessary.  

Schutzbrille, Schweißerbrille, 
Sicherheitsbrille 

safety shoes  Safety shoes are not optional with 
the kind of work we do.  

Arbeitsschutzschuhe, Sicherheits-
schuhe  

ear protectors  Loud noises mean that we should 
be wearing ear protectors.  

Gehörschutz  

hard hat Carpenters wear hard hats all the 
time.  

Schutzhelm 

cup mask / dust mask To avoid breathing in particles in 
the air, Adam wears a cup mask / 
dust mask.  

Staubschutzmaske 

protective gloves Protective gloves are required in 
the Chemistry lab.  

Schutzhandschuhe 

hairnet  If the environment has to be kept 
sterile, everyone wears a hairnet.  

Haarnetz  

Accident in the workshop 
to obey safety rules The class always obeys safety 

rules.  
Sicherheitsregeln einhalten 

to spot workplace hazards The teacher in charge spots 
workplace hazards and tells us 
how to avoid them.  

Gefahren am Arbeitsplatz 
erkennen 

to prevent accidents / incidents It’s good to have someone there 
to prevent accidents / incidents.  

Unfälle / Zwischenfälle vermeiden 

to cause hearing loss Loud machinery causes hearing 
loss eventually.  

Gehörschäden verursachen 

to handle dangerous goods Sometimes Lisa handles 
dangerous goods in her lab.  

mit gefährlichen Gütern umgehen 

to burst into flames Certain chemicals can burst into 
flames by themselves.  

in Flammen aufgehen 

to damage someone’s health 
permanently 

Many substances or devices could 
damage someone’s health 
permanently if improperly used.  

die Gesundheit eines Menschen 
dauerhaft schädigen 

to be exposed to extreme 
temperatures 

Tools in the workshop are often 
exposed to extreme temperatures.  

extremen Temperaturen 
ausgesetzt sein 

to offer workplace safety training I think it’s a very good idea that 
my company offers workplace 
safety training.  

Schulungen zur Sicherheit am 
Arbeitsplatz anbieten 

to run first aid courses  The board of directors organise 
and run first aid courses.  

Erste-Hilfe-Kurse durchführen 

to provide protective clothing and 
equipment 

The lab staff provide protective 
clothing and equipment.  

Schutzkleidung und -ausrüstung 
bereitstellen 

Injuries 
to sprain one’s ankle Anaïs sprained her ankle in the 

woods last week. 
sich den Knöchel verstauchen 

to trip over a cable I tripped over a cable and landed 
flat on my face.  

über ein Kabel stolpern 

to cut one’s finger During a cooking class, Nancy cut 
her finger with a knife.  

sich in den Finger schneiden 

to fall from a ladder It can be extremely dangerous to 
fall from a ladder.  

von einer Leiter stürzen 
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to have food poisoning  I had food poisoning last week 
after eating a leftover burger.  

eine Lebensmittelvergiftung 
haben  

to be hit by a flying object  You don’t want to be hit by a flying 
object in a machine room.  

von einem fliegenden Gegenstand 
getroffen werden  

to get burned  It’s easy to get burned when you 
are taking a welding class.  

sich verbrennen  

to slip on the wet floor Signs always warn us not to slip on 
the wet floor.  

auf dem nassen Boden 
ausrutschen 

to have backache After lifting so many heavy boards, 
I have a backache.  

Rückenschmerzen haben 

to break one’s arm / leg Christian broke his arm / leg last 
month when he fell off the balcony.  

sich den Arm / das Bein brechen 
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8  A shopper’s paradise 
 

Describing a person’s outfit 

clothes   

checked (mini)skirt  Checked (mini)skirts were popular 
with teens in the early 2000s. 

karierter (Mini-)Rock  

striped trousers / jeans  Ferdinand never left home without 
his striped trousers / jeans.  

gestreifte Hose / Jeans  

dotted dress My aunt wears a dotted dress every 
time she goes to a birthday party.  

gepunktetes Kleid 

jacket I forgot to bring a jacket, and it’s 
freezing outside! 

Jacke 

long-sleeved pullover When I go camping, I always bring 
a long-sleeved pullover with me.  

langärmeliger Pullover 

short-sleeved T-shirt  In the summer, Josh wears a red 
short-sleeved T-shirt almost every 
day. 

kurzärmeliges T-Shirt  

colourful shirt My mother always buys a colour-
ful shirt when we visit somewhere 
on vacation.  

buntes Hemd 

suit / ladies’ suit If I were to give a speech, I would 
wear a suit / ladies’ suit.  

Anzug / Hosenanzug für Frauen 

jumper Emilie might have an extra jumper 
you can borrow.  

Pullover 

patterned cardigan This patterned cardigan belonged 
to my boyfriend’s mother.  

gemusterte Strickjacke 

pattern / style 

floral print Floral prints look really good on 
my friend Karen.  

Blumendruck, Blumenmuster 

V-neck V-neck shirts generally look less pro-
fessional on men than on women.  

V-Ausschnitt 

shoes 

sneakers I wear my sneakers every day to 
go for a walk.  

Turnschuhe, Sportschuhe 

high heels Alicia is so good at walking in high 
heels.  

Stöckelschuhe 

sandals Sandals are the best shoes for 
summer.  

Sandalen 

slippers / flip-flops Slippers / Flip-flops are best worn 
around the house.  

Hausschuhe, Pantoffeln / Flip-
Flops 

boots Margot wears boots into the barn 
when she feeds the horses.  

Stiefel 

pumps My older sister tried on our 
mother’s pumps. 

Pumps 

flats Her feet hurt after wearing flats 
for the entire day.  

flache Schuhe, Ballerinas 

loafers My uncle was famous for wearing 
loafers any time he could.  

Slipper, Schlupfschuhe, 
Halbschuhe 

high-tops High-tops have always been cool.  Knöchelturnschuhe, High-Tops 

plaid Plaid is a tricky pattern to find 
matching clothes for.  

kariert 
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accessories  

scarf Carmen owns the fuzziest scarf 
I’ve ever seen.  

Schal, Halstuch 

(leather) belt Franz has owned his (leather) belt 
since he was fifteen years old.  

(Leder-)Gürtel 

necklace / bracelet My best friend Riley gave me this 
necklace / bracelet. 

Halskette / Armband 

watch I don’t wear a watch, so I never 
know what time it is.  

Uhr 

earrings It’s impossible to have too many 
earrings.  

Ohrringe 

(sun)glasses Victor wears (sun)glasses every 
time he drives his car. 

(Sonnen-)Brille 

headband Since I’ve grown out my bangs, I 
need to wear a headband. 

Stirnband 

rings Charlie wears a lot of enormous 
silver rings.  

Ringe 

cap / hood When it starts to rain, it’s easy to 
pull on your cap / hood and not 
get your head wet.  

Kappe / Mütze / Kapuze  

Containers 

a bag of sweets  The child wanted to take a bag of 
sweets from the store.  

ein Sackerl / eine Tüte mit 
Süßigkeiten  

a bottle of water  I needed to buy a bottle of water 
at the gas station on our trip.  

eine Flasche Wasser  

a can of Coke Roxanne ordered a can of Coke at 
the food truck. 

eine Dose Coca-Cola 

a cup of tea  Could you make me a cup of tea, 
please? 

eine Tasse Tee  

a tin of pineapples  For the recipe we needed a tin of 
pineapples.  

eine Dose Ananas  

a barrel of wine The robbers stole an entire barrel 
of wine.  

ein Fass Wein 

a box of matches  Our fire went out, but we had 
brought a box of matches with us.  

eine Schachtel Streichhölzer  

a carton of milk  In school, each student would be 
served a carton of milk with a 
meal in the canteen.  

eine Packung Milch  

a jar of jam When Beck was little, he ate a 
whole jar of jam while his father 
wasn’t paying attention.  

ein Glas Marmelade 

Making a complaint 

to be slightly damaged The speaker was slightly damaged 
when it arrived.  

leicht beschädigt sein 

to expect something from 
someone 

I expected a replacement for the 
item that was lost in the mail.  

etwas von jemandem erwarten 

to reach an agreement Yasmine reached an agreement 
with the store manager and didn’t 
have to pay extra for a repair.  

eine Einigung erzielen, eine 
Vereinbarung treffen 

to receive a package Last month I received a package in 
the mail.  

ein Paket erhalten 

to be disappointed  He was disappointed in how the 
employees in customer service 
acted.  

enttäuscht sein  
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to get a refund Luckily, Morton got a refund for the 
damaged plants in the shipment.  

eine Rückerstattung erhalten 

to attach a picture of 
something  

I attached a picture of the dress I 
should have received in an email 
to the company.  

ein Bild von etwas anhängen  

Talking about brand behaviour  
someone’s attitude towards 
brands 

Someone’s attitude towards 
brands depends on how much 
they value the name of a product.  

jemandes Einstellung zu Marken 

an increasing trend Eco-friendly products and services 
are becoming an increasing trend. 

ein zunehmender Trend 

to keep up with someone’s 
expectations 

It’s sometimes difficult to keep up 
with my boss’s expectations.  

jemandes Erwartungen erfüllen 

sustainable / ethical / 
trustworthy brand 

Marie tries to buy only from 
sustainable / ethical / trustworthy 
brands. 

nachhaltige / ethische / 
vertrauenswürdige Marke 

purchasing behaviour People’s purchasing behaviour 
often depends on the time of year 
and their mood. 

Kaufverhalten 

irrational buying behaviour Many people exhibit irrational 
buying behaviour.  

unvernünftiges / irrationales 
Kaufverhalten 

to have a strong desire for 
something 

She has always had a strong desire 
for fashion. 

ein starkes Verlangen nach etwas 
haben 

to admire a brand Gregory admires a brand of shirts 
that only use sustainable materials.  

eine Marke bewundern 

to provide a service  An electronics company in my 
town provides a service for people 
to exchange their old devices for 
gift cards.  

eine Dienstleistung / ein Service 
anbieten  

trendy product / brand  Sandra always got distracted by the 
newest trendy product / brand.  

trendiges Produkt / trendige 
Marke  

Talking about shopping addiction 

to be encouraged by 
something / someone 

Molly was encouraged by her 
father to always follow her dreams.  

durch etwas / von jemandem 
ermutigt werden 

to boost the economy  Reduced interest rates on loans 
help to boost the economy. 

die Wirtschaft ankurbeln  

consumerism  Consumerism is the main reason 
why people buy products they 
don’t need. 

Materialismus, Konsumismus 

to be accompanied by mood 
swings  

Many forms of addiction are 
accompanied by mood swings.  

von Stimmungsschwankungen 
begleitet sein  

to have a negative impact on 
something 

There are a lot of things that have a 
negative impact on my productivity. 

eine negative Auswirkung auf 
etwas haben 

to control one’s spending  Having a budget can help control 
one’s spending.  

die Ausgaben kontrollieren  

to devote a lot of time to 
something 

To master a skill, it’s essential to 
devote a lot of time to practicing it.  

viel Zeit für etwas aufwenden, viel 
Zeit in etwas investieren 

to suffer from an eating 
disorder 

Many young women and men have 
suffered from an eating disorder at 
some point in their lives.  

unter / an einer Essstörung leiden 
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9  The world of social media 
 

Your online behaviour 
to know about the risks and 
benefits of social media use 

It’s essential to know about the 
risks and benefits of social media 
use.  

über die Risiken und Vorteile der 
Nutzung sozialer Medien Bescheid 
wissen 

to demonstrate respectful 
conversations online 

Comment in a kind way to 
demonstrate respectful 
conversations online!  

respektvollen Umgang in der 
Online-Kommunikation zeigen  

to use the Internet for socialising 
online 

Many teenagers use the Internet 
for socialising online.  

das Internet nutzen, um online 
Kontakte zu knüpfen 

to keep one’s privacy settings up-
to-date 

To prevent his data from getting 
stolen, Markus kept his privacy 
settings up-to-date. 

die Privatsphäre-Einstellungen auf 
dem neuesten Stand halten / 
aktualisieren 

to access media online Most people regularly access 
media online. 

auf Online-Medien zugreifen 

to stay safe online Students need to stay safe online. online / im Internet sicher bleiben 

to play online games I often play online games.  Online-Spiele / Internetspiele 
spielen 

to protect one’s personal data Passwords can help protect your 
personal data.  

die persönlichen Daten schützen 

to spend a lot of time online Heidi spends a lot of time online 
for her business.  

viel Zeit online verbringen, oft 
online sein 

Time spent online 
to put / set time limits on usage Parents often put / set time limits 

on Internet usage. 
Zeitlimits für die Nutzung setzen 

to spend many hours a day online Jamie spends many hours a day 
online.  

viele Stunden am Tag online sein 

to suffer from emotional and 
social problems 

Spending too much time on the com-
puter can cause one to suffer from 
emotional and social problems. 

unter emotionalen und sozialen 
Problemen leiden 

to become more active on social 
media 

People who feel isolated often be-
come more active on social media.  

aktiver werden in den sozialen 
Medien 

a rise in mental health issues Doctors often see a rise in mental 
health issues when teens spend 
more than half the day online. 

eine Zunahme von psychischen 
Problemen, ein Anstieg an 
psychischen Problemen  

increasing numbers of heavy users 
of digital technology 

In recent years, there have been 
increasing numbers of heavy users 
of digital technology.  

eine steigende Anzahl von Viel-
nutzern/Vielnutzerinnen digitaler 
Technologien 

to be less happy with one’s life Elisa is less happy with her life this 
year than she was last year.  

weniger zufrieden mit dem 
eigenen Leben sein 

to shift the responsibility to the 
parents 

When students are unhappy, 
school officials often shift the 
responsibility to the parents.  

die Verantwortung auf die Eltern 
abwälzen / verlagern 

to experience social anxiety and 
insecurities 

Arthur remembers experiencing 
social anxieties and insecurities in 
secondary school.  

soziale Ängste und Unsicherheiten 
erleben, soziale Ängste und 
Unsicherheiten erfahren 

Online translation  
interpreter  The live interpreter was extremely 

talented. 
Dolmetscher/in 

to accelerate translations New language software 
accelerates translations. 

Übersetzungsprozesse 
beschleunigen 

reliable software  Reliable software is necessary in 
order for a computer to work.  

zuverlässige Software  
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to refer to something / someone  Nils referred to the files / the judge 
several times during the court case.  

sich auf etwas / jemanden 
beziehen  

to transform a text from one 
language into another one  

Theo found it extremely difficult to 
transform a text from one 
language into another one.  

einen Text von einer Sprache in 
eine andere übertragen  

highly developed software Robotics departments deal with 
highly developed software every day. 

hochentwickelte Software 

internal communication  Internal communication within a 
company isn’t always efficient. 

interne Kommunikation, interner 
Dienstweg  

to be proofread by humans  Many machine translations must 
be proofread by humans. 

von Menschen Korrektur gelesen 
werden  

inaccurate translation Skipping the editing step risks an 
inaccurate translation. 

ungenaue Übersetzung 

to avoid misunderstandings  The translator must communicate 
well with the client to avoid 
misunderstandings. 

Missverständnisse vermeiden  

Texting behaviour 
to respond to a text It often takes me three hours or 

more to respond to a text. 
auf eine Nachricht antworten 

to read a text within a few 
minutes 

Most people read a text within a 
few minutes.  

eine Nachricht innerhalb weniger 
Minuten lesen 

to put someone under pressure  Expecting someone to immediately 
respond to a message puts them 
under pressure.  

jemanden unter Druck setzen  

to communicate online with 
someone 

Horace communicates online with 
his family every day. 

online mit jemandem 
kommunizieren 

to chat with someone on social 
media networking sites 

It’s easy to chat with someone on 
social media networking sites.  

mit jemandem auf sozialen Netzwer-
ken chatten, sich mit jemandem auf 
sozialen Netzwerken unterhalten 

to be available on almost all 
mobile communication devices 

During the week, Gary is available 
on almost all mobile communica-
tion devices.  

auf fast allen mobilen Kommu-
nikationsgeräten erreichbar sein 

to be connected with the rest of 
the world 

I enjoy being connected with the 
rest of the world. 

mit dem Rest der Welt vernetzt / 
verbunden sein 

to be one of the cheapest modes 
of communication 

Online messaging is one of the 
cheapest modes of communication.  

eine der billigsten Kommunika-
tionsarten sein 

to contribute to a lack of sleep Too much time online contributes 
to a lack of sleep. 

zu Schlafmangel beitragen, zu 
Schlafmangel führen 

to have no rules associated with 
texting 

The majority of parents have no 
rules associated with texting for 
their children. 

keine Regeln für das Schreiben von 
Textnachrichten haben, es gibt 
keine Regeln für das Schreiben von 
Textnachrichten 

to avoid mentioning something in 
one’s text 

Keith avoided mentioning 
important information in his text 
to me this morning. 

es vermeiden etwas in einer 
Textnachricht zu erwähnen 

Staying safe online 
to be selective with friend 
requests 

It is better to be selective with 
friend requests.  

bei Freundschaftsanfragen 
wählerisch sein 

to use a strong password My teacher told me to always use 
a strong password. 

ein sicheres Passwort verwenden 

to click on links with caution You should click on links with 
caution. 

Links mit Vorsicht anklicken 

to be careful about what you 
share  

My cousin is careful about what 
she shares with the world. 

vorsichtig sein, was man (mit 
anderen) teilt  
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to adjust privacy settings Every now and then, it’s a good 
idea to adjust your device’s 
privacy settings.  

die Datenschutzeinstellungen 
anpassen 

to be vigilant René is vigilant about what he 
posts on his website.  

wachsam sein, aufmerksam sein 

to install antivirus software My parents have installed antivirus 
software on every device they 
own. 

Virenschutzsoftware installieren 

to remember to always log off / 
out 

When Sadie is in the school library, 
she remembers to always log off / 
out.   

daran denken / nicht vergessen 
sich immer abzumelden 

to be polite and respectful Just like in real life, people should 
be polite and respectful online.  

höflich und respektvoll sein 

to not share any personal details  I don’t share any personal details 
online, even with friends or people 
I know. 

keine persönlichen Daten weiter-
geben, keine persönlichen Daten 
austauschen  
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10  Home, sweet home 
 

Types of houses  
bungalow  They owned a beautiful bungalow 

on the coast. 
Bungalow  

terraced house (BE) / row house 
(AE)  

Tora lives in a terraced house / 
row house in Chester, England. 

Reihenhaus  

condominium  My grandmother moved to a con-
dominium when she turned 70. 

Eigentumswohnung 

apartment (AE) / flat (BE)  Most students my age rent an apart-
ment / a flat near the city centre.  

Wohnung / Apartment  

detached house  My family lives in a detached 
house.  

Einfamilienhaus, freistehendes 
Haus 

block of flats  A millionaire decided to buy a 
block of flats in California last year.  

Wohnblock 

cottage  Topher lives in a small cottage 
near a lake. 

Ferienhaus, Landhaus 

semi-detached house  My best friend used to live in a 
semi-detached house.  

Doppelhaus  

My home  
rooms  

entrance hall  To enter my home, you first go 
through the entrance hall.  

Eingangshalle, Vorzimmer  

bathroom  The bathroom is located on the 
right-hand side of the hallway.  

Badezimmer  

dining room  Our dining room is spacious. Esszimmer  

living room  It’s important to Zoë to have a 
large living room.  

Wohnzimmer  

box room  Fiona has so much stuff in the box 
room it is hard to shut the door.  

Abstellraum 

office  The office door is always kept closed.  Büro  

utility room  The utility room in the basement 
has a washing machine and 
cleaning supplies in it.  

Haustechnik-, 
Hauswirtschaftsraum 

kitchen  Our kitchen is large and painted 
yellow. 

Küche  

bedroom  Many homes have more than two 
bedrooms. 

Schlafzimmer  

toilet  In a shared flat, it’s helpful to have 
more than one toilet.  

Toilette, WC 

furniture  

sink  We painted our sink blue. Waschbecken, Spülbecken  

oven / cooker  My sister often uses the 
oven/cooker to make her own 
bread.  

Ofen / Herd  

fridge  Large fridges have a lot of space 
for storing extra food.  

Kühlschrank  

freezer  I like being able to store things in 
the freezer.  

Gefrierschrank, Gefrierfach  

wash basin  A wash basin gets used every day. Waschbecken  

kitchen cupboards  The kitchen cupboards keep 
breaking without warning. 

Küchenschränke  
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dishwasher  I couldn’t do without a 
dishwasher.  

Geschirrspüler  

washing machine  The washing machine was new 
when we moved in.  

Waschmaschine  

wardrobe  A wardrobe is very helpful for 
storing jackets and other clothes 
you need to hang up. 

Kleiderschrank, Garderobe 

chest of drawers  My chest of drawers has a lot of 
stickers on it from different places 
I’ve been.  

Kommode  

blinds / curtains  Blinds / Curtains are necessary if a 
lot of sun shines into the room in 
the morning.  

Jalousien / Vorhänge  

bedside table  A bedside table is a good place for 
your glasses. 

Nachttisch, Nachtkästchen   

shelves  Francois helped his sister build 
shelves for her living room.  

Regale  

fireplace  The family used their fireplace 
every day in January.  

Kamin  

coffee table  Books belong on a coffee table.  Wohnzimmer-, Couchtisch  

couch / armchair  This blue plaid one is my favourite 
couch / armchair. 

Sofa, Couch / Polstersessel  

carpet  A carpet looks really good in the 
right house.  

Teppich  

roof types  

flat roof  With all of the snow last winter, 
having a flat roof was at times a 
bit risky. 

Flachdach  

gable / pitched roof  The average house in this area has 
a gable / pitched roof.  

Giebel-/Satteldach  

shed roof  The shed roof had green shingles 
on it.  

Pultdach  

Dutch roof / hipped roof I didn’t know what a Dutch roof / 
hipped roof was until I took an 
architecture class.  

Walmdach  

mansard roof  I think Ralph’s house has a 
mansard roof.  

Mansardendach  

porch roof  Our porch roof is sagging a bit 
because we’ve had so much rain 
recently.  

Vordach  

floors  

on the ground floor  The local art studio is located on 
the ground floor of the town office.  

im Erdgeschoß  

in the cellar / in the basement  Friends of ours used to keep 
exercise equipment in the cellar / 
in the basement. 

im Keller / im Untergeschoß  

on the first / second / third ... 
floor  

Janaé lives on the first / second / 
third … floor.  

im ersten / zweiten / dritten ... 
Stock  

in the attic  Extra garden tools and our skis are 
stored in the attic.  

am Dachboden, im Dachgeschoß 

on the top floor  My childhood bedroom was on 
the top floor.  

im Dachgeschoß / Obergeschoß  
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special features  

entrance / front door  The entrance / front door is 
around the corner on the left. 

(Vorder-)Eingangstür  

terrace  We have a beautiful terrace with a 
lot of potted plants.  

Terrasse  

carport / garage  Not every apartment building has 
a carport / garage for residents.  

Wagenunterstellplatz, Carport / 
Garage  

pool  My aunt shares a pool with her 
neighbours. 

Schwimmbecken, Pool  

sunbeds / sunshade  Many homeowners install sunbeds 
/ sunshades next to their pools. 

Sonnenliegen / Sonnenschirm  

gym  Having a home gym is quite a 
privilege.  

Fitnessraum  

sauna  My father built a sauna last fall.  Sauna  

terrace awning  The terrace awning drips in wet 
weather.  

Terrassen-Markise, -Vordach  

jacuzzi  I’ve always been a bit frightened 
by the bubbles in the jacuzzi.  

Whirlpool, Jacuzzi 

City life vs. country life  

city dweller  City dwellers ride on public 
transportation more often than 
country dwellers.  

(Groß-)Stadtbewohner/in 

to flee the stress  Sometimes city dwellers need to 
flee the stress of the urban centre.  

dem Stress entfliehen  

exhaust fumes  It’s not good for your lungs to 
breathe in exhaust fumes on the 
street day after day. 

Autoabgase  

to be in good shape  Olivia is in good shape; she can do 
a lot of pull-ups in a row. 

gut in Form sein 

hazard There are a lot of potential 
hazards in the city.  

Gefahr 

to have limited visibility  If it’s cloudy, drivers often have 
limited visibility from their cars. 

eingeschränkte Sicht haben  

pedestrian crossing  You have to be careful at 
pedestrian crossings.  

Fußgängerübergang  

to wear a seatbelt  Wearing a seatbelt is one of the 
easiest things you can do to 
protect yourself in a car crash.  

einen Sicherheitsgurt anlegen  

to seek medical help If you’re in pain, please seek 
medical help.  

medizinische Hilfe suchen 

resident I’m a resident of Sweden. Bewohner/in, Einwohner/in 

to live life at a slower pace  It’s refreshing to live life at a 
slower pace.  

das Leben langsamer angehen 

to live in a remote area  My friend lives in a very remote 
area; it’s sometimes hard to reach 
him by phone. 

in einer abgelegenen Gegend 
leben  

to affect the recovery rate  The quality of sleep can affect 
one’s recovery rate from an 
illness. 

die Genesungschancen 
beeinflussen  

to struggle with something / 
someone 

Edward still struggles with 
business meetings / his colleagues.  

mit etwas / jemandem ringen, sich 
mit etwas / jemandem abmühen 
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Living in a house vs. living in a flat  
to be a 5-minute walk from the 
city centre  

My flat is a 5-minute walk from 
the city centre. 

5 Gehminuten vom Stadtzentrum 
entfernt sein  

to rent a house / flat  It’s impossible to rent a house / 
flat for an inexpensive price in this 
part of the city. 

ein Haus / eine Wohnung mieten  

to have one’s own property  Marry has her own property.  ein eigenes Grundstück haben  

to plant fruits and vegetables in 
one’s garden  

He planted fruits and vegetables in 
his own garden, even though it 
was small.  

Obst und Gemüse im eigenen 
Garten anbauen  

to be more / less expensive  Land is more / less expensive if 
you live near the industrial part of 
the city. 

teurer / weniger teuer sein  

to be surrounded by shops / bars / 
restaurants  

It’s nice to be surrounded by 
shops / bars / restaurants; there’s 
always something to do.  

von Geschäften / Bars / 
Restaurants umgeben sein  

to have more / less privacy  Since Rhonda changed the curtains 
in her apartment, she has more / 
less privacy.  

mehr / weniger Privatsphäre 
haben  

to have more / a smaller space  In my previous apartment, I had 
more / a smaller space to move 
around. 

mehr / weniger Platz haben  

to need regular renovations  Older buildings need regular 
renovations.  

regelmäßig renoviert werden 
müssen, regelmäßige 
Renovierungen benötigen  

to be a lot of work Maintaining an old cottage is a lot 
of work.  

viel Arbeit sein, vieler Arbeit 
bedürfen 

to be more / less comfortable  Newly built homes are more / less 
comfortable than older ones.  

komfortabler, bequemer sein / 
weniger komfortabel, weniger 
bequem sein  

to live in a quiet neighbourhood  When I finish my Master’s degree, I 
want to live in a quiet neighbour-
hood.  

in einer ruhigen Gegend wohnen  

to have more / less storage space  My grandmother’s apartment has 
more / less storage space than I 
thought. 

mehr / weniger Stauraum haben  

to be more / less peaceful  Life in the middle of town is more / 
less peaceful than what I’m used 
to. 

friedlicher / weniger friedlich sein  

to be time-consuming  Commuting to work every day is 
time-consuming.  

zeitaufwendig sein  

to have one’s own garage  Brooke has his own garage, which 
makes his friends jealous.  

eine eigene Garage haben  

to be in nature  I feel best when I am in nature.  in der Natur sein 

to be low maintenance  The car is pretty low maintenance.  pflegeleicht sein, nicht wartungs-
intensiv sein 

to need intensive care  My lawn needs a lot of intensive 
care.  

intensive Pflege benötigen  

to have more repairs Her oldest pair of shoes has more 
repairs than her car.  

mehr Reparaturen benötigen 
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Tiny homes  
to encourage living simply My philosophy is to encourage 

living simply. 
einen einfachen Lebensstil 
fördern / begünstigen 

to appreciate the financial 
benefits 

Francis appreciates the financial 
benefits of not owning a car.  

die finanziellen Vorteile zu 
schätzen wissen 

to result in owning less  When you are required to fit into a 
small space, it results in owning less. 

zu weniger Besitz führen  

to save money Samuel told his colleagues that he 
was planning to save money for 
buying a new home. 

Geld sparen 

21st century homes  
to be soundproof  Thick walls are often soundproof.  schalldicht / nicht hellhörig sein  

tiny lawn  Sierra loves taking care of her tiny 
lawn.  

kleine Rasenfläche 

air-conditioning Many modern houses have built-in 
air-conditioning.  

Klimatisierung  

tech-nerd Devin is a tech-nerd.  Technikfreak 

motion sensor  Motion sensors for homes are 
becoming more affordable. 

Bewegungsmelder  

temperature control  Temperature control in modern 
homes makes life a lot more 
comfortable in the coldest and 
warmest months of the year. 

Temperaturregelung, 
Temperaturregler  

smoke detector Smoke detectors are an important 
safety feature.  

Rauchmelder 

state-of-the-art security system A state-of-the-art security system 
can reduce the risk of a break-in. 

modernes Sicherheitssystem 

garden sprinkler  One has to worry less about one’s 
flowers if a garden sprinkler is 
installed.  

Sprinkleranlage, Rasensprenger  

double-glazed windows  Double-glazed windows help 
insulate against the cold.  

doppelverglaste Fenster  

open floor plan A home with an open floor plan 
seems much more welcoming.  

offenes Wohnkonzept 

Jobs  
IT specialist  They are only looking for an IT 

specialist at my job.  
IT-Fachmann/-Fachfrau 

carpenter  My father has been a carpenter 
for over 40 years.  

Zimmerer/Zimmerin, 
Bautischler/in 

roofer  The roofer took two weeks to 
finish the job.  

Dachdecker/in  

plasterer  Rosalie had to hire a plasterer to 
finish the walls in her house.  

Verputzer/in, Gipser/in, 
Stukkateur/in 

plumber  Chase’s friend worked for a plumber 
during the summer holidays.  

Installateur/in  

joiner  It’s Xavier’s dream to become a 
joiner.  

Tischler/in  

electrician  An electrician came to our house 
and checked all of the power outlets.  

Elektriker/in  

architect  Being an architect sounds 
incredibly fancy.  

Architekt/in 

bricklayer The bricklayer did such a good job 
building the chimney.  

Maurer/in 
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11  Leisure and fun  
 

Leisure activities  
to watch Netflix series / movies  Carlos watches Netflix series / 

movies every weekend. 
Netflix-Serien / -Filme schauen  

to hang out with friends  It’s fun to hang out with friends.  mit Freunden/Freundinnen 
abhängen  

to watch Youtube videos  I watch YouTube videos when I’m 
bored.  

YouTube-Videos anschauen  

to look at memes  Most teenagers look at memes at 
least once a day. 

Internet-Memes anschauen  

to do sports  Almost everyone at my school 
does sports.  

Sport betreiben, sich sportlich 
betätigen 

to go to the gym  Every Thursday and Saturday, 
Nimea goes to the gym.  

ins Fitnessstudio gehen  

to text friends  She texts friends every evening.  Freunden/Freundinnen schreiben 
/ Textnachrichten schicken  

to play video games  Grant plays videos games in a 
group every Sunday afternoon.   

Videospiele spielen  

to travel to places  Dahlia travels to places by boat. verreisen, herumkommen  

to use social media  Many elderly people use social 
media these days.  

soziale Medien nutzen  

to go shopping  My mother goes shopping almost 
every week.  

einkaufen gehen  

to engage with family / relatives  It’s fun to engage with family / 
relatives around the holidays. 

sich mit der Familie / Verwandten 
auseinandersetzen, Kontakte zu 
Familie / Verwandten pflegen  

to go out / to party  In college, most students go out / 
party at the weekends.  

ausgehen / Party machen  

to listen to music  Pia listens to classical music when 
she needs to relax. 

Musik hören  

to relax  After a long day, it’s nice to relax.    sich entspannen, relaxen  

to draw / to craft  Even though she’s not terribly 
good at it, Ute draws / crafts in her 
free time.  

malen, zeichnen / basteln  

to sleep  I sleep for at least 8 hours every 
night.  

schlafen  

to read a book  Georgie reads a book every time 
she gets stressed.  

ein Buch lesen  

Talking about leisure activities and free time  
to judge someone’s work  The man judged her work very 

harshly.  
jemandes Arbeit beurteilen / 
bewerten  

to hurt someone’s confidence  If you are very critical, you can 
easily hurt someone’s confidence.  

jemandes Selbstvertrauen 
verletzen  

to be at different skill levels  Ollie and Dee are at different skill 
levels.  

sich auf verschiedenen (Fähigkeits-) 
Niveaus bewegen  

to develop a new hobby  During the lockdown, many 
people developed a new hobby.  

ein neues Hobby finden / 
entwickeln  

to put in a lot of effort  I had to put in a lot of effort to 
learn doing a handstand.  

sich viel Mühe geben  

to take up doing something  Joy took up doing martial arts this 
past September.  

mit etwas anfangen  

to do something for sheer thrills Sometimes it’s a necessary part of 
life to do something for sheer thrills.  

etwas aus reinem Vergnügen / für 
den Kick / Adrenalinschub tun 
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to be a role model  My third grade teacher was a role 
model for me. 

ein Vorbild sein  

to become a success  Everyone’s goal when they follow 
their dream is to become a 
success.  

Erfolg haben, erfolgreich werden  

to grow up  Almir grew up quickly when he left 
home and got a job. 

erwachsen werden  

to live off something  Some people live off their savings, 
others live off their monthly pay 
check. 

von etwas leben  

to live out one’s passion  Every day he lives out his passion 
for art in the studio. 

eine Leidenschaft ausleben  

to have a good communication 
with one another 

After we spoke again, we had a 
good communication with one 
another going forward.   

eine gute Kommunikationsbasis 
miteinander haben 

Leisure is fun   
to find out about hidden talents  Magdalena found out about her 

hidden talent for juggling last year 
at a summer camp. 

verborgene Talente entdecken  

to boost one’s future career  Completing relevant internships 
boosts one’s future career.  

die eigene Karriere vorantreiben  

to take one’s mind off of 
something  

He made me laugh and took my 
mind off of the horrible situation 
at work.  

sich von etwas ablenken  

to learn more about oneself When you make a mistake, you 
automatically learn more about 
yourself. 

mehr über sich selbst erfahren / 
lernen 

to face new challenges  Ibrahim faced new challenges at 
work but was able to deal with 
them well.  

sich neuen Herausforderungen 
stellen  

to improve one’s self-confidence  Successfully completing tasks 
improves one’s self-confidence.  

das Selbstvertrauen stärken  

to relieve school stress  Taking time for oneself can help 
relieve school stress. 

Schulstress abbauen  

to gain new experiences Going abroad has helped me gain 
many new experiences.  

neue Erfahrungen sammeln 

Turning a hobby into a career  
to learn the ropes of football  Ali had always wanted to learn the 

ropes of football. 
die Grundlagen des Fußballspiels 
erlernen  

to turn a hobby into a career  Every artist probably dreams of 
turning his or her hobby into a 
career.  

ein Hobby zum Beruf machen  

to showcase one’s talent and 
passion  

The theatre production really 
showcased Shelby’s talent and 
passion.  

das Talent und die Leidenschaft 
unter Beweis stellen  

to get recruited by a local club  It was a big step for Fabien to get 
recruited by a local track & field 
club. 

von einem ortsansässigen Verein 
rekrutiert werden  

to make it to the first team  This year, Jess might make it to 
the first team! 

den Sprung in die erste 
Mannschaft schaffen  

to catch the eye of a football 
coach 

I caught the eye of the football 
coach at the final game of the last 
season.  

die Aufmerksamkeit eines Fußball-
trainers/einer Fußballtrainerin auf 
sich ziehen 

to sign with a popular club  His will sign with a popular club in 
Portugal this coming Saturday. 

bei einem bekannten / berühmten 
Verein unterschreiben  
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to win numerous league titles  Their team has won numerous 
league titles.  

zahlreiche Meisterschaften 
gewinnen  

to score many goals  Hamish and his teammates scored 
many goals in practice matches.  

viele Tore schießen  

to live up to the high expectations  It’s difficult to always live up to the 
high expectations of fans.  

den hohen Erwartungen gerecht 
werden  

to support a team  Danielle supports a team from 
Philadelphia.  

eine Mannschaft / ein Team 
unterstützen  

to look back on games that were 
an inspiration 

After a long career, it’s satisfying 
to look back on games that were 
an inspiration. 

auf Spiele zurückblicken, die eine 
Inspiration waren 

Smart hobbies  
to develop one’s intellectual 
abilities  

Chess allows one to develop one’s 
intellectual abilities.  

die eigenen intellektuellen 
Fähigkeiten entwickeln  

to forget about the stress  I forget about the stress when I 
meditate.  

den Stress vergessen  

to increase one’s self-esteem  Compliments increase one’s self-
esteem. 

das Selbstwertgefühl steigern  

to broaden one’s horizons  New hobbies broaden one’s 
horizons.  

den eigenen Horizont erweitern  

to see the world with different 
eyes  

Visiting a different culture makes you 
see the world with different eyes.  

die Welt mit anderen Augen 
sehen  

to boost one’s brain power Different word games or puzzles 
boost one’s brain power.  

die Gehirnleistung stärken / 
erhöhen 

to develop creativity, analytical 
skills and motor skills  

Taking painting and drawing 
classes develops creativity, 
analytical skills and motor skills.   

Kreativität, analytische 
Fähigkeiten und motorische 
Fertigkeiten entwickeln  

to improve one’s memory and 
patience  

Playing card games improves one’s 
memory and patience.  

das Gedächtnis und die Geduld 
steigern 

to increase one’s time 
management skills  

Having a lot of responsibilities can 
increase one’s time management 
skills.  

das Zeitmanagement verbessern  

to improve one’s social and 
communication skills  

Constantly talking about strategy 
with teammates improves one’s 
social and communication skills.  

die sozialen und kommunikativen 
Fähigkeiten stärken / verbessern 

to enhance one’s future career 
chances 

Participating in team sports 
enhances one’s future career 
chances.  

die zukünftigen Karrierechancen 
erhöhen 
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12  Hooked on books 
 

Adjectives to describe books / stories  
boring  The plot was pretty boring. langweilig  

brilliant  He wrote a brilliant ending! hervorragend, großartig, brillant 
genial 

confusing  Some of the characters were 
confusing. 

verwirrend, irritierend 

remarkable  The author’s attention to detail 
was remarkable. 

bemerkenswert, außergewöhnlich  

amazing  I’ve read a lot of amazing novels.  erstaunlich, verblüffend, 
unglaublich  

fantastic  Kim writes fantastic poems about 
New York City. 

toll, fantastisch  

fascinating  It’s fascinating to read adventure 
stories. 

spannend, fesselnd, faszinierend  

extraordinary  My favourite author has the 
extraordinary ability to make you 
feel like you’re living in the novel. 

außergewöhnlich, besonders 

enjoyable  The last biography I read was an 
enjoyable read.  

angenehm, erfreulich, amüsant 

disappointing  After reading the book, the movie 
was just disappointing.  

enttäuschend  

tasteless  His comment about Samantha’s 
skirt was rather tasteless.  

geschmacklos  

overwhelming  Being in the middle of a crowd can 
be overwhelming.  

überwältigend, übermächtig 

superb  Her speech was superb! hervorragend, prächtig, herrlich  

outstanding  Bridget has done outstanding 
work in the literary world.  

hervorragend, großartig 

sad  Mark thought the short story was 
really sad.  

traurig  

hilarious  Ivin’s essays are hilarious.  urkomisch, sehr lustig 

humorous  Karlo always knows how to handle 
difficult topics in a humorous way.  

humorvoll, witzig, lustig 

inspiring  Her story is inspiring.  anregend, inspirierend  

crazy  The main character is truly crazy.  verrückt  

thrilling  Seeing the world through new 
eyes can be thrilling.  

spannend, aufregend  

romantic  The look in his eyes was so 
romantic, I almost fell over. 

romantisch  

adventurous  I enjoy reading about adventurous 
people.  

abenteuerlustig  

terrifying  Descriptions of the war zone were 
terrifying to read.  

erschreckend, furchterregend 

funny  Funny poems are good for little kids.  lustig, komisch, witzig  

weird  The best stories are often a little 
bit weird. 

sonderbar, schräg, bizarr 

controversial  This novel has a very controversial 
plot – people either love it or hate it.  

umstritten,widersprüchlich, 
brisant  

frightening  Thunderstorms can be frightening 
when you’re all alone.  

beängstigend, furchterregend  
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entertaining  Essays about politics should be 
entertaining; otherwise I don’t 
want to read them. 

unterhaltsam  

stunning  She ended her poem with a stunning 
description of a marble statue.  

atemberaubend, umwerfend, 
überwältigend, fantastisch 

inappropriate  Some stories are inappropriate for 
children.   

unangemessen, unpassend, 
ungeeignet  

heartwarming  The story of a man finding his lost 
dog was really heartwarming.  

herzerwärmend  

disturbing  Many crime novels contain 
disturbing details.  

(ver)störend, beunruhigend  

Talking about why teenagers read  
to relate to one’s own background  Jennifer relates to her own 

background when she reads 
stories about the Caribbean.  

mit der eigenen Herkunft 
identifizieren 

to force students to read books at 
school  

Students are sometimes forced to 
read books at school.  

Schüler/innen zwingen, in der 
Schule Bücher zu lesen  

to broaden one’s mind  Listening to other people’s stories 
broadens one’s mind.  

den geistigen Horizont erweitern  

to touch a reader’s heart  Even a small detail can touch a 
reader’s heart.  

das Herz eines Lesers/einer 
Leserin berühren  

to convey the picture of a young 
person growing up in poverty  

The main character conveys the 
picture of a young person growing 
up in poverty.  

das Bild eines jungen Menschen 
vermitteln, der in Armut 
aufwächst  

to identify with the main 
character of a book  

I usually identify with the main 
character of a book I’m reading.  

sich mit der Hauptfigur eines 
Buches identifizieren  

to improve one’s reading and 
language skills  

Novels improve one’s reading and 
language skills.  

Lesekompetenz und 
Sprachkenntnisse verbessern  

to get knowledge about different 
cultures  

Students get knowledge about 
different cultures by reading 
books by international authors.  

Wissen über andere Kulturen 
erlangen  

to enjoy one’s free time  Reading is a great way to enjoy 
one’s free time.  

die Freizeit genießen  

Book genres  
detective story  My brother can’t read enough 

detective stories; he loves them! 
Kriminalroman, Detektivgeschichte  

adventure story  June will write her own adventure 
story someday. 

Abenteuerroman, 
Abenteuergeschichte 

love story  Love stories can be either very 
wonderful or very cliché.  

Liebensroman, Liebesgeschichte  

thriller  The last time I read a thriller, I 
didn’t sleep for three days.  

Kriminalroman, Thriller  

non-fiction  Non-fiction books are useful but 
not always the most interesting.  

Sachbuchliteratur 

science fiction  Science fiction makes me worried 
about the future.  

Science-Fiction  

novel  His favourite novel is always the 
one he’s currently reading! 

Roman  

dictionary  Our class uses a dictionary in every 
English class.  

Wörterbuch  

autobiography  Who knows whether Gunnar will 
ever write an autobiography.  

Autobiografie  

fairy tale  Theo read a fairy tale to his niece.  Märchen  

play  We went to the theatre to see the 
new play.  

Theaterstück, Schauspiel 
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poem  A poem can make you feel a lot of 
different emotions at the same 
time.  

Gedicht  

short story  John’s favourite literary journal 
published a wonderful short story 
last month. 

Kurzgeschichte, kurze Erzählung 

The global problem of illiteracy  
teaching policy  Teaching policy is different in 

almost every individual country.  
Unterrichtskonzept, 
Bildungskonzept  

to get left behind  No student wants to get left 
behind.  

zurückgelassen / abgehängt 
werden  

to live in poverty  Kassandra lived in poverty until 
she was seventeen.  

in Armut leben  

to affect someone Zeb’s childhood affected him 
deeply.  

jemanden beeinträchtigen / 
beeinflussen 

to estimate  I would estimate that more people 
don’t know how to read than we 
think.  

schätzen, einschätzen  

mother tongue  Reading in one’s mother tongue is 
a good place to start.  

Muttersprache  

to encourage someone / 
something  

Teachers should encourage 
students / good behaviour in the 
classroom.  

jemanden ermutigen / etwas 
fördern 

to enrol someone in school Jacqueline enrolled her daughter 
in school.   

jemanden in der Schule anmelden / 
einschreiben 

to engage in something  Harry engaged in many extra-
curricular activities during his 
school career.  

sich mit etwas eingehend 
beschäftigen, sich an etwas 
beteiligen, sich engagieren 

inclusion of disadvantaged groups  Social programmes focus on the 
inclusion of disadvantaged groups.  

Einbeziehung / Einbindung 
benachteiligter Gruppen  

to be bilingual  It’s helpful to be bilingual.  zweisprachig sein  

to eradicate illiteracy Many teachers in poverty-stricken 
areas make it their goal to 
eradicate illiteracy.  

Analphabetismus beseitigen / 
ausrotten  

Talking about how to improve students’ literacy skills  
to read as much as possible in 
class  

Keara reads as much as possible in 
class.  

so viel wie möglich lesen im 
Unterricht 

to do peer writing activities  Every week, we do a lot of peer 
writing activities.  

Schreibaktivitäten in 
Gruppenarbeit ausführen 

to give proper feedback  Mentors must give students proper 
feedback so that they can improve.  

angemessenes Feedback geben  

to provide interesting reading 
materials for students  

Teachers provide interesting 
reading material for students 
depending on their level.  

interessantes Lesematerial für die 
Schüler/innen bereitstellen  

to be motivating and encouraging  My form teacher is always 
motivating and encouraging.  

motivierend und ermutigend sein  

to give visual clues  Everyone lip-reads a little bit; 
looking at someone’s face to get 
visual clues.  

visuelle Hinweise / Anhaltspunkte 
geben  

to provide useful language  Ms Greenwood provides useful 
language when students don’t 
know how to phrase something. 

nützliche Sprache / Phrasen zur 
Verfügung stellen  

to invite guest readers into the 
classroom  

They invite guest readers into the 
classroom every year.  

Gastleser/innen ins 
Klassenzimmer einladen  
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to point out the benefits of good 
reading and writing skills  

In a recent TED-talk, the benefits 
of good reading and writing skills 
were pointed out.  

die Vorteile von guten Lese- und 
Schreibfertigkeiten hervorheben  

to have a school / class library Mustafa is thankful that the 
Higher Technical College has a 
school / class library. 

eine Schul-/Klassenbibliothek 
haben 

Boosting your language skills in and outside the classroom  
to listen to English songs / 
interviews  

We listen to English songs / inter-
views to improve our vocabulary. 

englische Lieder / Interviews 
anhören  

to watch English movies / 
TV series  

I often watch English movies / TV 
series in my free time.  

englische Filme / Serien 
anschauen  

to read English books  Ying reads English books every 
time she goes on vacation.  

englische Bücher lesen  

to always speak English in the 
English lesson  

I find it helpful to always speak 
English in the English lesson.  

im Englischunterricht immer 
Englisch sprechen  

to skype with English friends / 
relatives  

Over the holidays, my family skypes 
with English friends / relatives.  

mit englischen Freunden/Freun-
dinnen / Verwandten skypen  

to download free podcasts from 
native speakers  

Recently, Jan downloaded free 
podcasts about art from native 
speakers.  

kostenlose Podcasts von Mutter-
sprachlern/Muttersprachlerinnen 
herunterladen  

to not start preparing for a test on 
the day before  

Hannah’s mother told her to not 
start preparing for a test on the 
day before. 

nicht erst am Vortag mit der 
Vorbereitung auf einen Test 
beginnen  

to not translate into English from 
one’s mother tongue  

Otto didn’t translate into English 
from his mother tongue because 
he knew that would make it 
harder to avoid mistakes. 

nicht aus der Muttersprache ins 
Englische übersetzen  

to not be afraid of making mistakes  Elisa is not afraid of making mistakes.  keine Angst vor Fehlern haben  

to practise every day  Ryan practises new skills every day.  jeden Tag üben  

to create a comfortable learning 
environment  

Teachers should create a com-
fortable learning environment.  

eine angenehme Lernumgebung 
schaffen  

to try to think in English  Marjorie tries to think in English 
when she goes for a walk.  

versuchen, auf Englisch zu denken  

to start an English online blog  He started an English online blog 
for a project last year.  

einen englischen Online-Blog 
starten  

to stay positive  Hugh stays positive even though 
he doesn’t get everything right.  

positiv bleiben / denken  

to write new words on cue cards  If you write new words on cue 
cards, it will help you study better.  

neue Wörter auf Lernkarten / 
Karteikärtchen schreiben  

to speak English with a friend / 
relative  

It will help you a great deal to 
speak English with a friend / 
relative.  

Englisch mit einem Freund/einer 
Freundin / einem/einer 
Verwandten sprechen  

to read online newspaper articles  Brad reads online newspaper 
articles about scientific discoveries. 

Online-Zeitungsartikel lesen  

to use English chatrooms and 
forums 

If you aren’t sure about the 
correct word for something, use 
English chatrooms and forums. 

englische Chatrooms und 
Plattformen nutzen 

Talking about why reading matters  

to be more imaginative  I am definitely more imaginative 
after I’ve finished reading a book. 

mehr Vorstellungskraft besitzen  

to improve one’s learning capacity  Regularly reading novels improves 
one’s learning capacity.  

die eigene Lernfähigkeit / 
Lernkapazität verbessern  

to be sceptical  Leonie is sceptical about the 
usefulness of online resources.  

skeptisch sein  
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to see something from another 
person’s perspective  

Try to see this issue from 
Gerhard’s perspective.  

etwas aus dem Blickwinkel einer 
anderen Person betrachten  

to develop more understanding 
for someone / something  

Valerie developed more under-
standing for poverty-stricken 
families. / for the difficulty of run-
ning a business after the pandemic.  

mehr Verständnis für jemanden / 
etwas entwickeln  

to be more sensitive  Rob is more sensitive now that 
he’s grown more mature.  

sensibler sein  

to contribute to something  Seungwoo wanted to contribute 
to something bigger than himself.  

einen Beitrag zu etwas leisten  

to sympathise with someone  I really sympathise with her; she 
lost everything in the flood.  

mitfühlen mit jemandem, 
mitempfinden 

to empathise with someone I empathise deeply with the main 
character; we react exactly the 
same in emotional situations.  

sich in jemanden hineinversetzen, 
sich in jemanden einfühlen, mit 
jemandem mitfühlen 
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